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Introduction:

Thank you for purchasing Chemistry Volume 1, Volume 2, or the combined Volume 1+2 Package! These
collections of high quality, new and original Combis for the Korg Triton Series and KARMA Triton
Software contain a wide variety of styles, ranging from a mixture of dance categories to ambient pads and
special FX. Each Combi within this collection was created using the default parameter settings of an
“Initialized Combi” (not cloned from existing Combis). Furthermore, each Combi uses all four available
KARMA Modules for maximum sonic possibilities, and to demonstrate the power and potential of
multiple GE’s.

Chemistry 2 (and the 1+2 Package) also include 76 new GE’s (Generated Effects), 28 of which are brand
new and exclusive to this Collection. The remaining 48 consist of edited/modified Factory GE’s, and are
identified by the abbreviation “Ed” in the title of the GE (meaning “Edited”).

Realtime Control Knobs 1 to 4, (above the Joystick, Mode B) offer useful functions throughout this
Collection. For example, Volume (CC 07) is used to fade certain timbres within a Combi, providing some
good alternative mixes. Most of the Combis also feature a “lead” instrument in the upper octaves, for
soloing or chord work - increasing the sonic potential of a given Combi.

Why does each Volume only contain 64 Combis, and not 128? The answer to this question involves the
time factor - it was felt that it’s better to release collections of 64 Combis sooner, as opposed to collections
of 128 much later. It was also decided that these volumes should concentrate above all on “quality over
quantity” - this has been achieved, I believe, and I hope you agree.

Enjoy!
Paul Osborn

About The Joystick:

A unique feature of this collection involves the Joystick as a means of providing the user with a high
degree of control. A good example is the “Techno-pop” Combi    009:        Pressure        Drop    (from Chemistry
Volume 1). Consisting of: motion synth (Module A), drums (Module B), synth-bass (Module C), and
arpeggiated synth (Module D), it has been programmed to enable the Joystick to modify the value of a
variety of parameters and functions simultaneously, as explained below:

Combi       009:        Pressure        Drop

JS        +Y     (move the Joystick away from yourself):
1. Mutes the motion synth (Module A) and arpeggiated synth (Module D).
2. Provides an alternative drum rhythm, by transposing the drums (Module B) up 1 semitone.

JS       -Y     (move the Joystick towards yourself):
1. Mutes the synth-bass (Module C).
2. Mutes the tambourine by reducing the value of Module B’s assigned drum GE “Velocity Offset”

parameter.
3. Provides a variation for the arpeggiated synth, (Module D) by modifying GE parameters “Voicing” and

“Index Inversion”.

JS       -X     (move the Joystick towards the left):
1. Transposes the motion synth (Module A) down 1 octave.
2. Transposes the arpeggiated synth (Module D) up 1 octave.

JS        +X     (move the Joystick towards the right):
1. Mutes the drums (Module B).
2. Provides a variation for the arpeggiated synth, by modifying Module D’s GE parameter “Input Sort”.
As you can see, these Joystick assignments allow a good amount of variation, and most of the Combis
within this Collection are programmed to utilize the Joystick in the same way. However, if you imagine
these Joystick positions as points of a compass (north, south, east and west), it’s easy to see that further
“combined” variations can be obtained by moving the Joystick to the diagonal positions (north-east, south-
east, south-west and north-west) - a large amount of variation indeed!
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About The Key Zones:

The way many of the key zones have been set up in the collection is slightly different from what you may
be used to in the original Korg Karma Factory Preload Voicing. The range for the left hand chords that
“drive” the Combi has been increased in many cases to extend from the lowest note to around the B above
Middle C (B4), giving the chords more range. This also allows the lowest octave to be used for playing
manual bass lines, or adding synth bass notes in certain Combis. In most cases, each Combi is meant to
be played with a LH Chord in the octave below or surrounding Middle C. Alternately, you can use a “two
hand chord” consisting of a LH bass note in the lowest octave and a RH chord in the octave below or
surrounding Middle C, after which you can solo or do chord work with the RH in the area above C5. Other
Combis may use E4 as a split point.

In the KARMA Triton Software, be sure to check the Performance Editor, Key Zones Panel to see the exact
key zone ranges for KARMA input on each Combi.

About Triggering:

Many of the Modules in these Combis have been set so that you can retrigger them at other times than just
on the downbeat, perhaps while the drums maintain their groove. This allows you to often do more
intricate chord patterns than would normally be possible. If you find that this is causing you to go off the
beat too much, or you are having difficulty playing them this way, the fix is easy: go to the Performance
Editor, Trigger Panel and set the Note Trigger Parameter to “1st” for any Modules that are not already set
that way.

About The Descriptions:

The Combi numbers in this document do not reference a bank, since you can load them into any Combi
bank of your choosing. Furthermore, for Chemistry Volume 2, the numbers are given in two formats, i.e.
001/065. The first number indicates the position if you load just the Chemistry Vol. 2 data from one of
the 64 Combi files; the second number indicates the position if you load a version that has both Chemistry
1 and 2 in the same bank.

The following descriptions for each Combi explain just a few of the controls and their assignments, and are
by no means the “whole story” (functionality-wise). Be sure to check out all of the controls for each
Combi, for the full effect.

KEY:
(M) = Momentary (press and hold to activate, release to return to prior setting)
(T) = Toggle (press and release once to activate, press and release again to return to prior setting)

Note: in Combis where SW1 is set to JS +Y Lock, and SW2 is set to JS –Y Lock, you can use both of the
switches at the same time – push the JS up, then press SW1 to lock; push the JS down, then press SW2 to
lock (or vice versa). Release the switches simultaneously, or at different times.
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KARMA LAB - END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SOUND DATA

CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING LICENSE
AGREEMENT. BY USING THIS SOFTWARE, YOU ARE
CONSENTING TO BE BOUND BY AND ARE
BECOMING A PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU
DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS
AGREEMENT, CONTACT KARMA LAB FOR
RETURNS.

LICENSE GRANT

The package contains sound data ("Software") and related
explanatory written materials ("Documentation").
"Software" includes any upgrades, modified versions,
updates, additions and copies of the Software. "You" means
the person or company who is being licensed to use the
Software or Documentation. "We" and "us" means KARMA
LAB LLC.

We hereby grant you a nonexclusive license to use one
copy of the Software on any single computer, provided the
Software is in use on only one computer at any time. The
Software is "in use" on a computer when it is loaded into
temporary memory (RAM) or installed into the permanent
memory of a computer--for example, a hard disk, CD-ROM
or other storage device.

TITLE

We remain the owner of all right, title and interest in the
Software and Documentation.

ARCHIVAL OR BACKUP COPIES

You may either:
- make one copy of the Software solely for backup or
archival purposes, or
- transfer the Software to a single hard disk, provided you
keep the original solely for backup or archival purposes.

THINGS YOU MAY NOT DO

The Software and Documentation are protected by United
States copyright laws and international treaties. You must
treat the Software and Documentation like any other
copyrighted material--for example a book. You may not:
- copy the Documentation, other than for your own use,
- copy the Software except to make archival or backup
copies as provided above,
- reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile or make any
attempt to discover the source code of the Software,
- place the Software onto a server so that it is accessible via
a pubic network such as the Internet,
- sell, sublicense, rent, lease or lend any portion of the
Software or Documentation, or modified versions of the
Software and Documentation,
 - sell or transfer the rights provided to you hereunder to
another person, whether through the use of services such as
E-bay or any other means, or
- create derivative works based on the Software.

LIMITED WARRANTY

We warrant that for a period of 30 of days after delivery of
this copy of the Software to you:
- the physical media on which this copy of the Software is
distributed will be free from defects in materials and
workmanship under normal use, and
- the Software will perform in substantial accordance with
the Documentation.

To the extent permitted by applicable law, THE
FOREGOING LIMITED WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF
ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND WE DISCLAIM ANY
AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS,

INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF TITLE,
NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, regardless of
whether we know or had reason to know of your particular
needs. No employee, agent, dealer or distributor of ours is
authorized to modify this limited warranty, nor to make any
additional warranties.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES
YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY
ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM
STATE TO STATE.

LIMITED REMEDY

Our entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be:
- the replacement of any diskette(s) or other media not
meeting our Limited Warranty which is returned to us or to
an authorized Dealer or Distributor with a copy of your
receipt, or
- If we or an authorized Dealer or Distributor are unable to
deliver a replacement diskette(s) or other media that is free
of defects in materials or workmanship, you may terminate
this Agreement by returning the Software and
Documentation and your money will be refunded.

IN NO EVENT WILL WE BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS,
LOST SAVINGS, OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING FROM THE
USE OR THE INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE
(EVEN IF WE OR AN AUTHORIZED DEALER OR
DISTRIBUTOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF THESE DAMAGES0, OR FOR ANY
CLAIM BY ANY OTHER PARTY.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION
OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

TERM AND TERMINATION

This license agreement takes effect upon your use of the
software and remains effective until terminated. You may
terminate it at any time by destroying all copies of the
Software and Documentation in your possession. It will also
automatically terminate if you fail to comply with any term
or condition of this license agreement. You agree on
termination of this license to either return to us or destroy all
copies of the Software and Documentation in your
possession.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. This written license agreement is the exclusive agreement
between you and us concerning the Software and
Documentation and supersedes any and all prior oral or
written agreements, negotiations or other dealings between
us concerning the Software.
2. This license agreement may be modified only by a writing
signed by you and us.
3. In the event of litigation between you and us concerning
the Software or Documentation, the prevailing party in the
litigation will be entitled to recover attorney fees and
expenses from the other party.
4. This license agreement is governed by the laws of the
state of New Jersey.
5. You agree that the Software will not be shipped,
transferred or exported into any country or used in any
manner prohibited by the United States Export
Administration Act or any other export laws, restrictions or
regulations.
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Chemistry Volume 1 – Voice Name List (In Order)

Name Style Category Combi Category
000 Silver Box Techno BassSplits
001 Floating World Film/SoundScape/SFX Motion Synth
002 Variable Vocoder House BassSplits
003 Submerge Drum n' Bass BassSplits
004 In The Shadows Pop Keyboard
005 Carlos On Guitar Rock-Latin* Guitar/Plucked
006 Serpent Fire Ethnic/World World
007 The Creeper Hip-Hop/Heavy LeadSplits
008 Midwinter Dance Orchestral/Classical Orchestral
009 Pressure Drop Techno Dark Synth
010 Solitude New Age LeadSplits
011 Latino House-Latin, acoustic Guitar/Plucked
012 Sleepwalking Ambient Trance/Atmospheric MotionSynth
013 Four Deadly Syns Techno-Hardcore LeadSplits
014 Gabriel's Flute Rock-Progressive* LeadSplits
015 Mystic Zep Rock-Classic* Complex & SE
016 Euro-Tek Techno-Pop LeadSplits
017 The Siren Calls Pop Motion Synth
018 Think Pink! (CT) Rock-Classic* Complex & SE
019 Big Bad Beat Techno-Hardcore Synth
020 Twilight Muse New Age LeadSplits
021 Balladeer Pop Keyboard
022 Bluesey Shuffle Shuffle-Blues LeadSplits
023 Tranquil Heart Ambient Trance/Atmospheric LeadSplits
024 Urban Dark Techno-Hardcore LeadSplits
025 Icicle Parade Orchestral/Classical Pads
026 SidewaysThruTime Ambient Trance/Atmospheric MotionSynth
027 Keith,Greg&Carl? Rock-Progressive* BassSplits
028 Spherical Motion Film/SoundScape/SFX Motion Synth
029 Fagen's Funk Rock-Funk* LeadSplits
030 The Conqueror Orchestral/Classical Orchestral
031 LightHouse House Keyboard
032 Deep Sea Diving Ambient Trance/Atmospheric Bell/Mallet/Perc
033 Chamber Hop Hip-Hop BassSplits
034 Pete's Arp (CT) Rock-Classic* Organ
035 Summertime Park Pop LeadSplits
036 Disco-Tek Techno-Pop Synth
037 Merry ol'Rascals Ethnic/World BrassReed
038 1Key=MetalMania! Rock-Heavy Metal Synth
039 Barren Land New Age LeadSplits
040 Grecian 2001 Orchestral/Electronic* Synth
041 Eye In The Sky Ambient Trance/Atmospheric Pads
042 Swingin' Brass Jazz-Big Band BassSplits
043 Club Crawl Garage/Club LeadSplits
044 The Sorceror Pop LeadSplits
045 Herbie's Solo Jazz Fusion* Synth
046 60's Electronica Film/SoundScape/SFX Complex & SE
047 Times Of Sorrow Pop BassSplits
048 Red Shift Ambient Trance/Atmospheric MotionSynth
049 SuperComper Rock-Classic* LeadSplits
050 Atonal Reaktion Ambient Trance/Atmospheric MotionSynth
051 Dance Of The Imp Orchestral/Electronic Complex & SE
052 Ana-Giganticus! Film/SoundScape/SFX Synth
053 Cool Breeze Pop BassSplits
054 Market Square Ethnic/World LeadSplits
055 Elastic Band Ambient Trance/Atmospheric BassSplits
056 KARMA WaveSeq Film/SoundScape/SFX LeadSplits
057 LondonNightlife Garage/Club BassSplits
058 Daisy Chain New Age/Folk LeadSplits
059 Pandora's Vox Ambient Trance/Atmospheric MotionSynth
060 Joey's Bar Jazz-Traditional BassSplits
061 Charm Procession Pop LeadSplits
062 Ethereal FX Film/SoundScape/SFX Complex & SE
063 A Long Way Home Techno-Pop Synth

* KARMA Hall Of Fame - a tribute to some of the greats from the halcyon days of rock n' roll!
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Chemistry Volume 2 – Voice Name List (In Order)

Name Style Category Combi Category
000/064 Asian Dub Ethnic/World/Dub World
001/065 Trancefer Techno/Trance Synth
002/066 Flyin' High Hip-Hop LeadSplits
003/067 Europa Techno/Trance BassSplits
004/068 Waiting For Rain New-Age/World LeadSplits
005/069 Brutal Behaviour Techno/Hardcore LeadSplits
006/070 Days Of Autumn New-Age LeadSplits
007/071 Studio Session Rock/Pop/Jazz LeadSplits
008/072 Voxarama Electro LeadSplits
009/073 Acid Machines Techno/Trance Pads
010/074 The Plan Begins Classical/Orchestral Orchestral
011/075 Funky Freeze Funk/Ambient LeadSplits
012/076 Pop-Tek Techno/Pop LeadSplits
013/077 Fire & Brimstone Film/Soundscape/SFX Synth
014/078 End Of The Show Rock/Pop LeadSplits
015/079 Cyber Lagoon Synth-Pop LeadSplits
016/080 Subterrainia Drum 'n' Bass LeadSplits
017/081 Ozzy's House House LeadSplits
018/082 Green Pastures New-Age LeadSplits
019/083 Scorpio Rising Synth-Pop LeadSplits
020/084 Technophile Techno/Trance Synth
021/085 Once upon a time Classical/Piano Keyboard
022/086 Far Distant Sky Ambient Trance LeadSplits
023/087 Light the Fuse Jazz/Fusion LeadSplits
024/088 Into The Light Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
025/089 Dark Star Ambient Trance Pads
026/090 Drift Away New-Age/Pop LeadSplits
027/091 Sunset Beach Reggae-Pop Keyboard
028/092 Synaesthesia Synth-Pop LeadSplits
029/093 Inner Space Ambient Trance LeadSplits
030/094 Holy Chorale Classical/Organ/Choir Organ
031/095 ..to the bridge! Funk/Rock BrassReed
032/096 Fretscape Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
033/097 Walk With Gods Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
034/098 Access To Data Techno/Trance Synth
035/099 City Lights Garage/Club LeadSplits
036/100 Karma-Drama Classical/Pop Orchestral
037/101 Jobson's Intro Rock/Progressive * Keyboard
038/102 Desert Snow New-Age/World World
039/103 Liquid Illusion Techno/Trance LeadSplits
040/104 Downtown Blues Jazz/Blues LeadSplits
041/105 Phrase Freeze Film/Soundscape/SFX LeadSplits
042/106 Retro Robotik Electro LeadSplits
043/107 Gas Giants Synth-Pop Pads
044/108 A Celebration Ethnic/World World
045/109 Places 'n' Faces Hip-Hop/Jazz LeadSplits
046/110 Nocturne New-Age LeadSplits
047/111 French Master Synth-Pop * LeadSplits
048/112 Plasma Shuffle Garage/Club Keyboard
049/113 Starsky Stakeout Jazz/R'n'B LeadSplits
050/114 Sea Of Mercury Ambient Trance LeadSplits
051/115 Electrode Electro BassSplits
052/116 Bouncing Baroque Classical/Orchestral Orchestral
053/117 Karma Crimson Rock/Progressive * Guitar/Plucked
054/118 Latin Quintet Ethnic/World BrassReed
055/119 Nebulous Glow Ambient Trance LeadSplits
056/120 Vintage Ensemble Synth-Pop Pads
057/121 The Strut Hip-Hop Keyboard
058/122 Metropolis 11pm Synth-Pop LeadSplits
059/123 Jig For A Friend Ethnic/World World
060/124 Dancefloor Diva House Keyboard
061/125 The Nightstalker Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
062/126 Purple Rocker Rock/Progressive * LeadSplits
063/127 Glittering Gold Techno/Trance Bell/Mallet/Perc

* = KARMA Hall Of Fame - a tribute to some of the greats from the halcyon days of rock n' roll!
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Chemistry Volume 1+2 – Voice Name List (In Order of Style Category)

Vol. Name Style Category Combi Category
050 1 Atonal Reaktion Ambient Trance MotionSynth
025/089 2 Dark Star Ambient Trance Pads
032 1 Deep Sea Diving Ambient Trance Bell/Mallet/Perc
055 1 Elastic Band Ambient Trance BassSplits
041 1 Eye In The Sky Ambient Trance Pads
022/086 2 Far Distant Sky Ambient Trance LeadSplits
029/093 2 Inner Space Ambient Trance LeadSplits
055/119 2 Nebulous Glow Ambient Trance LeadSplits
059 1 Pandora's Vox Ambient Trance MotionSynth
048 1 Red Shift Ambient Trance MotionSynth
050/114 2 Sea Of Mercury Ambient Trance LeadSplits
026 1 SidewaysThruTime Ambient Trance MotionSynth
012 1 Sleepwalking Ambient Trance MotionSynth
023 1 Tranquil Heart Ambient Trance LeadSplits
051 1 Dance Of The Imp Classical/Electronic Complex & SE
040 1 Grecian 2001 Classical/Electronic* Synth
052/116 2 Bouncing Baroque Classical/Orchestral Orchestral
025 1 Icicle Parade Classical/Orchestral Pads
008 1 Midwinter Dance Classical/Orchestral Orchestral
030 1 The Conqueror Classical/Orchestral Orchestral
010/074 2 The Plan Begins Classical/Orchestral Orchestral
030/094 2 Holy Chorale Classical/Organ/Choir Organ
021/085 2 Once upon a time Classical/Piano Keyboard
036/100 2 Karma-Drama Classical/Pop Orchestral
016/080 2 Subterrainia Drum 'n' Bass LeadSplits
003 1 Submerge Drum n' Bass BassSplits
051/115 2 Electrode Electro BassSplits
042/106 2 Retro Robotik Electro LeadSplits
008/072 2 Voxarama Electro LeadSplits
044/108 2 A Celebration Ethnic/World World
059/123 2 Jig For A Friend Ethnic/World World
054/118 2 Latin Quintet Ethnic/World BrassReed
054 1 Market Square Ethnic/World LeadSplits
037 1 Merry ol'Rascals Ethnic/World BrassReed
006 1 Serpent Fire Ethnic/World World
000/064 2 Asian Dub Ethnic/World/Dub World
046 1 60's Electronica Film/SoundScape/SFX Complex & SE
052 1 Ana-Giganticus! Film/SoundScape/SFX Synth
062 1 Ethereal FX Film/SoundScape/SFX Complex & SE
013/077 2 Fire & Brimstone Film/Soundscape/SFX Synth
001 1 Floating World Film/SoundScape/SFX Motion Synth
032/096 2 Fretscape Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
024/088 2 Into The Light Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
056 1 KARMA WaveSeq Film/SoundScape/SFX LeadSplits
041/105 2 Phrase Freeze Film/Soundscape/SFX LeadSplits
028 1 Spherical Motion Film/SoundScape/SFX Motion Synth
061/125 2 The Nightstalker Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
033/097 2 Walk With Gods Film/Soundscape/SFX Pads
011/075 2 Funky Freeze Funk/Ambient LeadSplits
031/095 2 ..to the bridge! Funk/Rock BrassReed
029 1 Fagen's Funk Funk/Rock* LeadSplits
035/099 2 City Lights Garage/Club LeadSplits
043 1 Club Crawl Garage/Club LeadSplits
057 1 LondonNightlife Garage/Club BassSplits
048/112 2 Plasma Shuffle Garage/Club Keyboard
033 1 Chamber Hop Hip-Hop BassSplits
002/066 2 Flyin' High Hip-Hop LeadSplits
057/121 2 The Strut Hip-Hop Keyboard
007 1 The Creeper Hip-Hop/Heavy LeadSplits
045/109 2 Places 'n' Faces Hip-Hop/Jazz LeadSplits
060/124 2 Dancefloor Diva House Keyboard
031 1 LightHouse House Keyboard
017/081 2 Ozzy's House House LeadSplits
002 1 Variable Vocoder House BassSplits
011 1 Latino House-Latin, acoustic Guitar/Plucked
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Vol. Name Style Category Combi Category
042 1 Swingin' Brass Jazz/Big Band BassSplits
040/104 2 Downtown Blues Jazz/Blues LeadSplits
023/087 2 Light the Fuse Jazz/Fusion LeadSplits
045 1 Herbie's Solo Jazz/Fusion* Synth
049/113 2 Starsky Stakeout Jazz/R'n'B LeadSplits
060 1 Joey's Bar Jazz/Traditional BassSplits
039 1 Barren Land New-Age LeadSplits
006/070 2 Days Of Autumn New-Age LeadSplits
018/082 2 Green Pastures New-Age LeadSplits
046/110 2 Nocturne New-Age LeadSplits
010 1 Solitude New-Age LeadSplits
020 1 Twilight Muse New-Age LeadSplits
058 1 Daisy Chain New-Age/Folk LeadSplits
026/090 2 Drift Away New-Age/Pop LeadSplits
038/102 2 Desert Snow New-Age/World World
004/068 2 Waiting For Rain New-Age/World LeadSplits
021 1 Balladeer Pop Keyboard
061 1 Charm Procession Pop LeadSplits
053 1 Cool Breeze Pop BassSplits
004 1 In The Shadows Pop Keyboard
035 1 Summertime Park Pop LeadSplits
017 1 The Siren Calls Pop Motion Synth
044 1 The Sorceror Pop LeadSplits
047 1 Times Of Sorrow Pop BassSplits
027/091 2 Sunset Beach Reggae/Pop Keyboard
015 1 Mystic Zep Rock/Classic* Complex & SE
034 1 Pete's Arp (CT) Rock/Classic* Organ
049 1 SuperComper Rock/Classic* LeadSplits
018 1 Think Pink! (CT) Rock/Classic* Complex & SE
038 1 1Key=MetalMania! Rock/Heavy Metal Synth
005 1 Carlos On Guitar Rock/Latin* Guitar/Plucked
014/078 2 End Of The Show Rock/Pop LeadSplits
007/071 2 Studio Session Rock/Pop/Jazz LeadSplits
037/101 2 Jobson's Intro Rock/Progressive * Keyboard
053/117 2 Karma Crimson Rock/Progressive * Guitar/Plucked
062/126 2 Purple Rocker Rock/Progressive * LeadSplits
014 1 Gabriel's Flute Rock/Progressive* LeadSplits
027 1 Keith,Greg&Carl? Rock/Progressive* BassSplits
022 1 Bluesey Shuffle Shuffle-Blues LeadSplits
015/079 2 Cyber Lagoon Synth-Pop LeadSplits
043/107 2 Gas Giants Synth-Pop Pads
058/122 2 Metropolis 11pm Synth-Pop LeadSplits
019/083 2 Scorpio Rising Synth-Pop LeadSplits
028/092 2 Synaesthesia Synth-Pop LeadSplits
056/120 2 Vintage Ensemble Synth-Pop Pads
047/111 2 French Master Synth-Pop * LeadSplits
000 1 Silver Box Techno BassSplits
009 1 Pressure Drop Techno/Dark Synth
019 1 Big Bad Beat Techno/Hardcore Synth
005/069 2 Brutal Behaviour Techno/Hardcore LeadSplits
013 1 Four Deadly Syns Techno/Hardcore LeadSplits
024 1 Urban Dark Techno/Hardcore LeadSplits
063 1 A Long Way Home Techno/Pop Synth
036 1 Disco-Tek Techno/Pop Synth
016 1 Euro-Tek Techno/Pop LeadSplits
012/076 2 Pop-Tek Techno/Pop LeadSplits
034/098 2 Access To Data Techno/Trance Synth
009/073 2 Acid Machines Techno/Trance Pads
003/067 2 Europa Techno/Trance BassSplits
063/127 2 Glittering Gold Techno/Trance LeadSplits
039/103 2 Liquid Illusion Techno/Trance LeadSplits
020/084 2 Technophile Techno/Trance Synth
001/065 2 Trancefer Techno/Trance Synth

* = KARMA Hall Of Fame - a tribute to some of the greats from the halcyon days of rock n' roll!
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Chemistry Volume 1 – Grooves & Inspiration

000: Silver Box

Named after a rather obvious little monophonic device, this Combi delves into a “straightforward” Techno
style. A synth lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work, while the “silver box” can
be given more of a rough edge with the Joystick in the -Y position. (This is accomplished via pitch
modulation of timbre 2 – and this position also produces a neat break). RT SW1 adds tonal variety to the
main synth, and Scene 2 introduces an altogether different pattern for drums, bass and lead, while RT
Knob 1B is another good tool for bringing down the mix.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth Module C: bass Module D: percussion

Joystick:
JS +Y: Switches filter envelope off for the synth. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass, pitch shifts the synth, and transposes the drums to provide an alternate

rhythm. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the drums and the synth. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the percussion. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for drums, percussion and bass.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Produces pitch modulation for synth timbre 5 (LH Pad), and filter modulation for

bass timbre 3.
Knob 3B: (CC 20): Produces pitch modulation for the synth (timbre 2).
Knob 4B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
SW1: (CC 80): Provides alternate filter envelope for the synth. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

001: Floating World

This Combi is the first a group in this collection that could be described as “Film/Soundscape/SFX
(Special Effects).” It features two Pad Motion GE’s and two identical Arp Model GE’s all working together
to create a beautiful and complex soundscape, reminiscent of some of the Korg Wavestation’s better
offerings. A sweet sounding analog strings timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord
work, along with a resonant synth timbre intended for bass duties within the lowest octave (C2 to C3).
Scene 2 makes use of KARMA Knob 5 “Rhythm Multiplier” to double the tempo of the arpeggiated
synths. KARMA Switches 1 and 2 are useful for their ability to mute synth Modules A and B, while JS -
Y is able to mute arpeggiated synth Modules C and D. RT Knobs 3B and 4B are good for providing
alternate mixes, and JS +Y produces subtle variations for all four Modules.

KARMA
Module A: synth pad1 Module B: synth pad2 Module C: arp synth1 Module D: arp synth2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes arpeggiated synths 1 & 2. (M)
JS -X: Pitch-bend down.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Modulates the pitch of arpeggiated synth2 (timbre 4).
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of synth timbres 2, 3, 4 and 7.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just arpeggiated synth1 (timbre 3) audible.
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just arpeggiated synth2 (timbre 4) audible.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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002: Variable Vocoder

This Combi, (a House style groove, and a particular favorite of mine) could be described as a Vocoder
Effect workout! By using KARMA Knobs 1 to 5, you can create a wide range of interesting vocoder
effects, with JS +Y offering a good example. To hear the effect in isolation, use RT Knob 3B. A two-
timbre vocal pad layer is provided in the upper octaves for solo and chord work, along with a synth bass
timbre within the lowest octave (C2 to C3) for bass duties. Scene 2 provides a richer vocoder by adding a
harmony courtesy of “Repeat On/Off”, which is mapped to KARMA Switch 2, while dropping the kick
and snare.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: percussion Module D: pad (carrier)

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes drums1 and percussion to provide an alternate percussion rhythm, plus a very

cool alternate “talking vocoder” effect! (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums2 and provides a pattern variation for the vocoder effect. (M)
JS -X: Produces a mellower vocoder effect, while providing an alternate rhythm pattern for drums2.

(M)
JS +X: Mutes the percussion while producing a harsher vocoder effect. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Varies the mix between Vocoder and Carrier - right of center produces a more

“sustained” vocoder effect.
Knob 2B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and vocoder effect.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the vocoder effect audible.
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and percussion audible.
SW1: (CC 80): Mutes the Delay Effect. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Mutes the Reverb Effect. (T)

003: Submerge

A Combi in the “Drum n’ Bass” style, this one presents an emphasis on atmospherics, provided by a
couple of synth timbres which play at seemingly random intervals. A synth lead is provided in the upper
octaves for soloing, Scene 2 adds a lot more rhythmic complexity for drums and bass, and JS +Y provides
a nice alternate drum rhythm, courtesy of the “Transpose” function. KARMA Knobs 7 and 8 produce extra
bass complexity, as well as some cool note bending.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: synth1 Module C: synth2 Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Modulates the filter of synth1, synth2 and the bass Modules B, C and D, while producing a

pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes synth2, switches off the Wah IFX, and provides pattern variations for synth1 and the

drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and synth1, while providing a pattern variation for synth2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for drums and synth timbre 1.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just two synths (timbres 1 and 3) audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Produces various modulations for the synths and the bass. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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004: In The Shadows

This “Pop” Combi features a very nice dominating filter modulated synth (driven by GE 0231: TripHop
Vibe). Coupled with a psychedelic late 60’s-like electric piano comp, it creates a rather sinister theme -
reminiscent of old TV detective shows! Scene 2 offers a different take on the theme, with a reggae rhythm
piano and muted bass. RT Knob 1B has a great effect on the sound of the main synth when turned fully
left. KARMA Knob 4 provides an interesting change in rhythm for the piano when turned fully left, and a
synth lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: synth Module D: piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the synth and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and the piano. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for the drums and the synth. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the drums, synth and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of the synth (timbre 3).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth (timbre 3).
Knob 3B: Filt Reso. (CC 71): Adjusts the filter resonance of the synth (timbre 3).
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums audible.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of the drums, and also the lead synth (timbre 5). (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off the Auto Pan IFX for electric piano. (T)

005: Carlos On Guitar

With this Combi (and several others sprinkled throughout this collection), we are going to wander through
a kind of “Karma Hall of Fame” where we will encounter some legendary musical artists of our time. This
first one takes us to one of Mexico’s finest musicians - Carlos Santana. A “World Music” pioneer who
skillfully fused Latin and Afro-Cuban rhythms with Blues and Rock, his career spans more than three
decades. Hopefully, this Combi will provide a little taste of his sensuous music, and of course Carlos
himself, on guitar. JS +Y mutes the solo guitar, driven by the highly useful improvisation GE 0245.
Originally a solo flute improvisation GE, it can be used for many different instruments with great results -
including solo electric guitar, as this Combi demonstrates. KARMA Switch 1 adds some extra percussion,
and KARMA Knob 6 is great for “calming” the rhythm, using a Velocity Offset. Scene 2 increases the
percussion and drum activity, while Carlos chokes up a bit on the notes. KARMA Switch 2 produces a
nice harmony for the solo guitar, and an organ timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and
chord work.

KARMA
Module A: solo guitar Module B: rhythm guitar/organ Module C: drums Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the solo guitar, transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm, and provides a

pattern variation for the rhythm guitar. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the rhythm guitar. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the rhythm guitar. (M)
JS +X: Transposes the rhythm guitar down 5 semitones. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and bass.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the solo guitar.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Delay.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the bass and rhythm guitar. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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006: Serpent Fire

With this Combi (and several others in this collection) we turn our attention to “Ethnic/World” Music.
This Combi transports us to India, featuring an eastern flavored violin melody that can be muted by
playing the keys above C5 (where you’ll find an identical violin timbre provided for soloing and chord
work). This set up enables the user to interrupt the KARMA generated violin melody in mid-flow, and
seamlessly replace it with a live melody or embellishment. For the KARMA generated violin melody to
resume playing however, requires a fresh trigger or chord change within the KARMA Key Zone (below
C5). The violin melody can also be muted altogether, via KARMA Switch 2. RT Knob 4B alters the feel
of the percussion when turned left-of-center by shortening the decay time. KARMA RT Knobs 5, 6, 7 and
8 are great for producing lots of variety for the violin melody. KARMA Switch 1 provides some strange
filter resonance modulation for the santur, and an acoustic bass is provided within the lowest octave (C2 to
C3) for bass duties.

KARMA
Module A: percussion Module B: violin Module C: sitar Module D: santur

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the percussion to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a pattern variation for the santur. (M)
JS -X: Switches “Note Latch” off for the violin, and provides pattern variations for the sitar and

santur. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the percussion. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Modulates the filter of the santur.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Additional tone control for the santur.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the violin and percussion audible.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the percussion.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)

007: The Creeper

A quirky mixture of timbres, underpinned by a heavy Hip-Hop beat, this Combi features the “Talking
Mod” Effect for the main riff, which is tempo synchronized by LFO. KARMA Knobs 1 and 2 can be used
to create some good variations of the main synth riff, along with KARMA Switch 1, which produces a
nice alternate pattern. Scene 2 drops the kick and snare, while creating some “tension” via pattern variations
for bass and synth, and KARMA Knob 8 provides a pitch-bend envelope for the drums. A synth lead is
provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: synth Module D: percussion

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth and pitch shifts the drums. (M)
JS -X: Bends the pitch of the percussion down. (M)
JS +X: Bends the pitch of the percussion up. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of drums, percussion and bass.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and drums audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the main synth audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Delay Effect.
SW1: (CC 80): Switches On/Off filter modulation envelope for the bass. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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008: Midwinter Dance

This “Classical/Orchestral” Combi features a Russian flavored bell motif, which is generated by (unused)
GE 0400: Woods Line. The “Trigger by Module” function is used to alternate between Modules B and D
which supply the cello/viola lines, which are underpinned themselves by a pizzicato bass pattern, generated
by (Module C). A strings timbre is provided for soloing and chord work in the upper octaves. Scene 2
adds extra complexity and harmony for bell and strings via the “Repetitions” parameter, while decreasing
durations. KARMA Knobs 1 and 2 vary Note Interval and Voicing for the bell motif, allowing the creation
of a variety of patterns. JS -Y mutes the bass, while reducing the decay of the bells. RT Knob 3B provides
a nice alternative mix by fading bell timbre 1, which happens to form one half of a two-timbre layer for the
bells.

KARMA
Module A: bells Module B: cello/viola1 Module C: bass Module D: cello/viola2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bells. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes cello/viola1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes cello/viola2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of bell timbres 1 and 5.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just bell timbre 1 audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and bell timbre 5 audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of bell timbre 5. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

009: Pressure Drop

This Combi (a slightly “darker” Techno-pop) features a cool randomized arpeggiated synth that ducks in
and out of the mix, while alternating with a pad-like synth in a call/answer arrangement. A synth lead is
provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work, along with a synth timbre within the lowest
octave (C2 to C3) for adding bass notes. Again, there’s a lot of variation via Joystick, KARMA and RT
controls - and KARMA Knob 3 in particular is a nice addition for its filter modulation of the bass. Scene 2
provides a good breakdown of the mix, while adding more sonic interest to the arpeggiated synth.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: drums Module C: bass Module D: synth2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes synths 1 and 2, and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the drums and synth2. (M)
JS -X: Transposes synth1 down 1 octave while transposing synth2 up 1 octave. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for synth2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens decay time for most timbres - drums and bass in

particular.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the filter of the bass (timbre 3).
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just two synths audible (timbres 1 and 4).
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums audible.
SW1: (CC 80): Produces filter modulation for timbres 1, 4 and 6, and also produces pitch

modulation for timbre 5 (RH soloing synth). (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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010: Solitude

This Combi is one of many in this collection that could be categorized as “New Age.” Another personal
favorite, this one features GE 0131 Pno Clustr Improv which provides random piano/pad chords
periodically, producing a gloriously introspective mood that is perfect for this style. A lovely harp pattern
compliments the piano, and JS -X inverts the direction of the harp arpeggio. A synth bass drone and a
sustained mellow pad generated by Modules B and D provide the foundation, while a trombone/french
horn layer is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work. Scene 2 mutes the piano/pad while
producing some harmony for the harp. KARMA Knob 7 varies the Time Signature of the harp arpeggio,
which is especially useful for altering the rhythmic feel of the Combi when turned fully left. RT Knobs 1B
and 2B are great for providing alternate mixes.

KARMA
Module A: piano/pad Module B: sustained pad Module C: harp Module D: bass drone

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the sustained pad and bass drone, and adds tremelo to piano/pad. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the harp. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the harp. (M)
JS +X: Transposes the bass drone up 1 octave, and provides a pattern variation for the sustained pad.

(M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the piano and harp audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the harp and synth timbre 5 audible.
Knob 3B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of synth timbres 4, 5 and 6.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS -Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)

011: Latino

This Combi (a cool, laid-back “Latin House” style, with acoustic solo and rhythm guitars) is another of a
fair few Combis within this Collection to feature the wonderful talents of GE 0245, this time on acoustic
solo guitar. A piano/strings timbre is provided for soloing and chord work in the upper octaves. KARMA
Switch 2 adds a harmony for the solo guitar, and Scene 2 drops the kick and snare, while adding a
tambourine playing 16ths, creating a cool break. JS +Y “toggles” the solo guitar between muted and
unmuted, and SW1 dampens the strings of both guitars.

KARMA
Module A: rhythm guitar Module B: bass Module C: drums Module D: guitar solo

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the guitar solo. (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the rhythm guitar while switching on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for the drums.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the rhythm and solo guitars audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens strings of both guitars. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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012: Sleepwalking

The first of a group of Combis within this Collection that could best be described as “Ambient/Trance,”
this one features a call/answer arrangement courtesy of the Doppler Effect. It causes the arpeggiated synth to
drift across the stereo field at slow intervals, while alternating with a cool vocal motif provided by Module
C. A synth lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing. Extra percussion can be added to the mix via
KARMA RT Switch 1. KARMA Knob 3 provides more complexity for the bass line, which can be further
modified via KARMA Knob 4, which opens up the filter of the bass. JS +Y mutes the vocal synth, while
switching off the Doppler Effect to produce a more continuous arpeggiated synth melody.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: synth1(vocal) Module D: synth2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes synth1 and switches off the Doppler Effect. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the drums and the synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes synth2, switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums, and provides a pattern

variation for synth1. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the drums, synth1 and synth2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for the drums and synth2.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and synth2 audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the amplifier of synth2 (makes it louder). (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

013: Four Deadly Syns

This “Hardcore Techno” Combi features an overdrive effect to provide an aggressive edge, with RT Knob
4B varying the amount of the overdrive effect. Scene 2 provides a less busy mix by muting the kick and
snare and shortening the duration of one of the synths. Scene 2 also introduces a cool reverse cymbal. A
lead synth is provided in the upper octaves for soloing, which can be pitch modulated by use of RT Knob
2B.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth1 Module C: synth2 Module D: synth3

Joystick
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes synth1. (M)
JS -X: Mutes synth2 and provides a 2nd alternate rhythm. Also provides an alternate pattern for

synth3. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and synth3. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens decay for most timbres, providing interesting

groove variation.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Provides pitch modulation for lead synth (timbre 7).
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just two synths audible - timbres 3 and 4.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the overdrive effect.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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014: Gabriel’s Flute

Another “Hall Of Fame” Combi, and one of the few in 6/8. I would have to consider this to be my favorite
of the Volume 1 - it’s an attempt to encapsulate the musical style of vintage Genesis, and overall, I think it
succeeds. Early Genesis were (to me at least) a band like no other. Listening to their music back in the
70’s, was comparable to the magic of a child totally lost in a land of fantastic fairy-tales. If you’ve never
heard their early works (or even care to), this is still a very nice Combi to use for conjuring a special
mood. GE 0646 Improv Lead 4 provides Gabriel’s flute (which can be muted via KARMA Switch 1) and
also produces Phil’s rather tasty cymbal work! A GM organ timbre is used for a fairly authentic Tony
Banks sound. Hackett’s guitar is provided for lead in the upper octaves - an electric guitar timbre specially
chosen for it’s ability to produce volume fades via JS -Y, for a typical Hackett solo style. Scene 2 mutes
the flute, while providing an organ arpeggio variation and a harmony for the acoustic guitar. The bass can
be toggled between muted and unmuted via JS -Y. This Combi also makes nice use of the “AKR”
triggering setting. Keep at least one note held and change the chord, and it doesn’t restart the patterns, but
continues from where it is.

KARMA
Module A: organ Module B: guitar Module C: bass Module D: flute

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the organ, guitar and bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (T)
JS -X: Mutes the organ. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the guitar. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the bass.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the acoustic guitar audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the acoustic guitar and organ audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the acoustic guitar, and modulates the pitch of the lead. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

015: Mystic Zep

With our air-guitars dusted, and our tongues firmly in our cheeks, let’s encounter “Mystic Zep,” another
“Hall Of Fame” Combi. Complete with phasing eastern violins in the upper octaves, this one takes us back
to the era of the “gatefold” record sleeve and cheesecloth shirts. JS -Y provides a harmony for the main
violin motif, which can also be muted by JS +Y. KARMA Knob 6 provides a nice double-time violin
motif, which can be found at the 3 o’clock position. Scene 2 really heats things up with the introduction of
Bonzo’s legendary gong, along with a whole orchestra of violinists plugged into an MXR Phase 100
(Module A)! Ah, the mighty Zeppelin – enjoy!

KARMA
Module A: gong/violins Module B: drums Module C: guitar/bass Module D: strings

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the strings (M)
JS -Y: Provides a pattern variation/harmony for the strings. (M)
JS -X: String lead pitch-bend down.
JS +X: String lead pitch-bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades strings (timbre 4) and guitar (timbre 3).
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the guitar and bass.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Delay.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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016: Euro-Tek

Techno with a European flavor - slightly unusual in that the bass GE (Module B in this case) also drives
one of the synth timbres that is producing the main “riff”. Quite a lot of variety can be coaxed from this
Combi (by use of the Joystick, KARMA and RT controls) which belies its fairly “simple” structure. A
complimenting synth lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work, and Scene 2 offers
a neat breakdown of the mix.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: synth Module D: organ

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the organ and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and pitch shifts the drums up. (M)
JS -X: Adds extra percussion, provides a pattern variation for the synth, and mutes the organ via

filter modulation. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the bass and synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for the drums.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and organ audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just bass and drums audible.
Knob 4B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Lengthens attack time for most timbres, except organ.
SW1: JS +Y: Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y: Lock. (T)

017: The Siren Calls

An atmospheric “Pop” Combi, with a lovely mournful bell melody (another of my personal favourites).
This one uses an arpeggiator model GE (0000) to provide the bass, simply by setting the “Replications”
parameter to +0000. The name of this Combi was inspired by the periodic sound of filter resonance
generated by Module D on synth timbre 4 (the aptly named B046: Dolphin Ride). This resonance sounds
like a distant whale song, and adds a nice element to the overall atmosphere (you have to let this Combi
run a little while to hear it, by the way). A complimenting synth lead is provided in the upper octaves.
Scene 2 is very cool, with the introduction of flanged cymbals, and an even more melancholic variation of
the bell and voice melodies. KARMA Knob 4, is useful for isolating the bass accents when turned fully to
the left, and JS-Y provides some very spacey resonant effects, while muting the bass. Also note that the
level of the drums is controlled by how hard you play the chords with the LH.

KARMA
Module A: bass Module B: drums Module C: synth1 Module D: synth2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm, and also provides pattern variations for

synth1 and synth2. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and modifies the resonant effect of synth2. (M)
JS -X: Mutes both synths. (M)
JS +X: Transposes synth1 up 1 octave, while producing random notes. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades synth2 (timbres 4 and 6).
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of the lead-synth (timbre 8).
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the drums.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of the bass. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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018: Think Pink! (CT)

Another “Hall Of Fame” Combi - as the “CT” in the title suggests, to play this Combi as I intended it to
sound, please use the “Chord Triggers” – especially 1, 2 and 3. Having said that, this Combi does allow a
little “user-interaction” via conventional keyboard playing, as certain keys between D2 and B2 contain
some ambient toms, ready and waiting for your best Nick Mason impression. Hmm ...the word “pink”
…the name “Nick Mason” …it can only mean one thing. Yes, we’re back in the days of dozing off for five
minutes with the hi-fi still playing, only to be rudely awakened by the clanging of a thousand alarm
clocks! Ah, Pink Floyd of course. Chord Trigger 4 demonstrates that you can actually do something else
with this Combi other than play single notes, and Scene 2 brings in some resonance on the guitar/drone
and takes the piano somewhere else entirely.  In fact, the zoning works like this:

Heartbeat Kick: C2 (lowest note) Tick Tock: C#2
Guitar and Drone: C3 to D#4 Piano and Synth: E4 to top
Ambient Toms: D2, E2, F#2, G#2, A2, B2

KARMA
Module A: organ Module B: guitar Module C: bass Module D: flute

Joystick:
JS +Y: Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb. (M)
JS -Y: Modulates the filter of the bass drone. (M)
JS -X: Pitch-bend down.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       t      he       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the IFX Reverb for the toms.
Knob 2B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Pitch Shifter Effect.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the kick and analog toms.
Knob 4B: Master Volume: Fades the entire mix.
SW1: Portamento (CC 65). Adds portamento to the timbres. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Shifts the pitch of timbre 8 up 12 semitones. (T)

019: Big Bad Beat

Another “Hardcore Techno” Combi, this time with a “big-beat” flavor. It features a cool overdriven lead
synth in the upper octaves, which synchronizes its tonal variations to the beat. Two different drum GE’s
are used to create some interesting rhythmic interplay, and Scene 2 introduces a more subdued drum
groove, where synth3 (Module D) enters into a knob twiddling solo frenzy (controlled by KARMA Knob
7)!

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth1 Module C: synth2 Module D: synth3

Joystick
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes one of the drum kits. (M)
JS -X: Transposes synth1 up 1 octave. (M)
JS +X: Transposes synth2 up 1 octave and also produces a rhythm variation for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving both drum timbres and one of the synths audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just one drum timbre and one of the synths

audible.
Knob 3B: (CC 20): Produces pitch modulation for timbres 3 and 5.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the drum decay time.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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020: Twilight Muse

One of several “New Age” Combis, this one features a finger-picked acoustic guitar. It is further enhanced
by some ethereal “ear candy” consisting of mark tree bells and arpeggiated synths, supplied by Modules A,
B and D. A monophonic synth lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing, while Scene 2 provides a
nice variation (a little more “subdued”). JS +Y switches off the Doppler Effect, to enable the arpeggiated
synth (timbre 7) to sound continuously, as opposed to “floating by” periodically. JS -Y is useful for
enabling the guitar to be transposed up by 1 octave, and RT Knob 1B fades the synth-pad (timbre 5) which
is “ghosting” the acoustic guitar, providing a useful alternate mix. KARMA Knob 3 is good for altering
the rhythm of the Combi, by varying the Time Signature of the guitar.

KARMA
Module A: synth gliss Module B: mark tree Module C: guitar Module D: arp synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Switches off the Doppler Effect, affecting the arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -Y: Transposes the guitar up 1 octave. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the synth glissando and mark-tree. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the arpeggiated synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades synth timbre 5.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the apeggiated synth audible.
Knob 3B: (CC 17): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the delay effect.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the arpeggiated synth.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of synth timbre 5, and switches on/off the St.Exct/Enhcr

Effect. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

021: Balladeer

This typical “80’s Ballad” style Combi is one of several Combis with more of a song-like structure. It
features “Unused” GE 0067: E. Piano 03, which produces a nice rhythmic piano that works particularly
well with the drums, bass and analog percussion. Scene 2 introduces a little more rhythm complexity, JS -
X adds variety to the piano pattern by increasing the Repetitions parameter, and JS +X increases the
Velocity value, for a “brighter” piano.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: percussion Module C: bass Module D: piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the piano. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the piano. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the piano and the bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the the drums and percussion audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums (minus sidestick) audible.
Knob 3B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of the synth (timbre 1) in the RH sound.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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022: Bluesey Shuffle

This Combi provides a typical “Blues-Guitar Shuffle” - complete with overdriven Blues harmonica in the
upper octaves. The IFX: OD/HiGain Wah Effect allows the use of JS -Y to modulate the “wah” for the
harmonica, producing quite an authentic “muffle” effect. The bass is generated by the versatile Arp Model
01 GE again, only this time, with a suitable swing percentage of: +0074. KARMA Switch 1 toggles
between guitar Modules C and D, both providing very different Blues licks. Scene 2 provides a good
variation with a more muted guitar and bass, JS +Y offers a useful alternate drum rhythm, and RT Knobs
3B and 4B provide more Delay and Reverb if needed. Be sure to use minor or dominant 7 chords to get
the b7 in the guitar riffs!

KARMA
Module A: bass Module B: drums Module C: guitar1 Module D: guitar2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Adjusts the “sweep range” of the OD/HiGain Wah Effect for the harmonica.
JS -X: Pitch-bend down for harmonica.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up for harmonica.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the bass.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the guitar.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Delay.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of the bass, while damping the strings of the guitar. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

023: Tranquil Heart

This “Ambient/Trance” Combi features a cool arpeggiated mono synth whose filter-cutoff can be modified
via RT Knob 1B. A synth timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work, along with
an acoustic bass timbre within the lowest octave (C2 to C3) for bass duties. Scene 2 offers a very sweet
sounding breakdown of the mix, and JS -Y introduces random notes for the arpeggiated synth. KARMA
Knob 1 adds extra percussion, and RT Knobs 3B and 4B use Volume CC’s for some very nice alternate
mixes.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: synth Module D: arp synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the synth and lengthens the decay time of drums1. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums2 and provides a pattern variation for the arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -X: Transposes drums2 to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS +X: Switches on a pitch-bend envelope for drums1. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Filter cutoff for the arpeggiated synth.
Knob 2B: Filt EG Int. (CC 79): Adjusts filter envelope intensity for drum (Module B).
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just arpeggiated and backdrop synths, plus the kick

and snare from drums2.
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the arpeggiated synth and drums1.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of drums2. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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024: Urban Dark

This “Hardcore Techno” Combi has more of an “industrial” slant, due to the heavy beat and ghostly atonal
effects which drift and fade. The whole mix is augmented by a spooky pad in the upper octaves, along with
a “sampled chord” type stab in the lower octaves. JS +Y produces a great sounding alternate drum groove.
Scene 2 introduces more drums and percussion, and an atonal bass line where KARMA Knob 7 controls
the randomness, and Knob 8 controls the duration.

KARMA:
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: atonal pad Module D: bass

Joystick
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternative rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Provides a subtle variation for the bass, and bends the pitch of the drums downwards. (M)
JS +X: Bends the pitch of the drums upwards. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass, kick and atonal effects audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums audible.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the drum decay time.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

025: Icicle Parade

This “Classical/Orchestral” Combi shares a similar feeling to “Midwinter Dance.” It also uses the “Trigger
by Module” function to alternate between two Modules (C and D). Working together to generate the main
piano motif, they are joined by bells and violins provided by Modules A and B. The upper octaves contain
a string timbre for soloing and chord work. KARMA Knob 1 is good for adding extra rhythmic
complexity to the violin. KARMA Knob 2 provides some alternative violin patterns, by altering the value
of Module B’s “GE Type” parameter. Scene 2 offers a nice variation that is full of charm, with lower
Velocity levels and shorter Durations, and JS -X and JS +X offer some variety by muting piano Modules
C or D.

KARMA
Module A: bells Module B: violins Module C: piano1 Module D: piano2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the violins. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bells. (M)
JS -X: Mutes piano1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes piano2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the bells and violin.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of the piano.
Knob 3B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Lengthens the attack time for most timbres, excluding bells.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of the bells. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off the Delay Effect. (T)
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026: SidewaysThruTime

Another “Ambient/Techno” dual-drum GE Combi, with a unique rhythm featuring an ambient snare that
alternates between close and distant within the mix, courtesy of the Doppler Effect again. A mellow synth
is provided in the upper octaves, which sounds very similar to a tape played in reverse. This effect is
produced as a result of the sheer amount of notes being generated simultaneously, which tends to shorten a
given timbre’s “release” - but for this Combi, it sounds pretty cool! JS +X “freezes” the ambient synth
wash, by reducing the value of Module C’s Time Signature Numerator. JS -X provides a quirky rhythm
variation, and KARMA Knob 3 provides the ability to select different percussion instruments.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: synth Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums2 and the bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth. (M)
JS -X: Transposes drums1 to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for drums2 and the synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades drums1.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and drums1 audible.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of the bass. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

027: Keith,Greg&Carl?

This “Hall Of Fame” Combi, complete with organ, bass, drum and synth timbres, represents an attempt to
recreate a little taste of Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s classic style. As a note of caution however, please
remember that skewering your Korg Karma Workstation with knives is not recommended while playing
this Combi, as it will almost certainly invalidate your warranty! An Emerson-style synth lead is provided
in the upper octaves. KARMA Knob 4 is great for randomizing organ1 (Module A), while KARMA
Switch 1 adds harmony and rhythmic complexity to organ2 (Module B) Scene 2 mutes organ2 (Module
B), providing a break for some soloing and chord work.

KARMA
Module A: organ1 Module B: organ2 Module C: drums Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes organ1. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for organ2. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and organ timbre 2 audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the drums and bass.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS -Y Lock. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off St. Env. Flanger Effect for the synth lead. (T)
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028: Spherical Motion

Another “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi, this one features the “Trigger by Module” function, for another
“daisy-chain” configuration which plays four different (but similar sounding) synth timbres sequentially.
The overall sound is reminiscent of vintage analog step-sequencer rhythms created by artists such as
Tangerine Dream, especially Scene 2. The Joystick assignments deserve a mention for their use of the
“Module %” and “Delay Start” functions (6.2-1/2). Initially, the “Module %” parameter is set to 25% for
all four Modules, but this percentage can be modified by JS +Y, which increases the percentage value of all
four Modules to 100%, producing arpeggios that are more complex. The “Delay Start” function is used for
the remaining three Joystick positions, an example being JS –Y. This position increases Module A’s Delay
Start value, which enables Module D to play for a longer period of time. (The period is actually equal to
Module A’s Delay Start value). KARMA Switches 1 and 2 switch on/off a filter envelope for Modules B,
C and D, for a brighter sound. SW2 switches on/off the Reverb Effect, and RT Knobs 3B and 4B are great
for adding some flanging and overdrive to the arpeggio synths.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: synth2 Module C: synth3 Module D: synth4

Joystick:
JS +Y: Increases the Trigger by Module percentage value to 100% for all four Modules. (M)
JS -Y: Increases the value of synth1’s Delay Start time. (M)
JS -X: Increases the value of synth3’s Delay Start time. (M)
JS +X: Increases the value of synth4’s Delay Start time. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time for most timbres.
Knob 2B: (CC 01): Identical to JS +Y position - use instead to add shimmer to the RH Pad.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the St.Flanger Effect.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the OD/HiGain Wah Effect.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of synth timbres 1 and 2. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off the Reverb.

029: Fagen’s Funk

With this “Hall OF Fame” Combi, we turn to the sophisticated Jazz/Rock of Steely Dan. The highly
respected duo Walter Becker and Donald Fagen forged a stunning collection of albums, containing
beautifully crafted compositions involving a unique fusion of Jazz, Funk, Rock and R 'n' B. Hopefully,
this Combi will provide a small sensory snippet of their distinctive style, especially when using the brass
section provided in the upper octaves to augment the rest of the KARMA-driven “band.” Scene 2 offers a
funkier variation with some great piano/organ interplay, while KARMA Switch 2 adds extra complexity to
the drums, which works especially well in conjunction with Scene 2. JS +Y produces a cool variation with
quarter note hi-hats, and KARMA Knob 8 accentuates the organ by producing longer durations when
turned right-of-center. Use sparingly though, for best results (a quick twist, then back).

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: piano Module D: organ

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the organ and provides pattern variations for the drums and bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the piano and decreases the wet/dry mix of the Decimator Effect. (M)
JS +X: Switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and organ audible.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the piano and bass.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Subtly modulates the filter of the bass and brass (timbre 6).
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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030: The Conqueror

This Combi focuses on the “Orchestral/Classical” style, with this one being more of a “traditional”
example, albeit in 12/8. It features the “Trigger by Module” function, used in this case to alternate between
violin Modules A and C, in a call/answer arrangement. The violins are under-pinned by a cello pattern
generated by (Module B), which is further accentuated by timpani provided by Module D. A string timbre
is provided for soloing and chord work in the upper octaves. KARMA Switch 1 produces a nice alternate
violin pattern for Module A, while KARMA Switch 2 adds complexity and harmony to all three strings
Modules. Scene 2 provides a good variation with a syncopated cello rhythm, and RT Knob 4B is useful
for increasing the amount of reverberation if needed.

KARMA
Module A: violins1 Module B: celli Module C: violins2 Module D: timpani

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes violins1 and 2. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the celli. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for violins1. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for violins2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the timpani.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the cello and timpani.
Knob 3B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time of the cello and strings.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

031: LightHouse

With this Combi we move on to a fairly typical “House” style, featuring a piano/strings timbre spanning
the entire keyboard which also serves for lead and chord work in the upper octaves. Scene 2 overstates the
piano phrase, while dropping the kick and snare. KARMA Switch 1 introduces a little more percussion,
and RT Knob 4B adds more delay to the piano motif. Another control to check is: RT Knob 2B, which
affects the release time of the piano motif only - good for lifting the groove.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: piano Module C: bass Module D: strings

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the strings and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Retriggers the notes of all four Modules to produce “sampler retrigger” effects. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the piano and switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 2B: F/A Rel. (CC 72): Shortens/lengthens the release time of the piano.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums, bass and strings (timbres 1, 3 and

4).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Delay, affecting piano timbre 2 only.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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032: Deep Sea Diving

Another “Ambient/Trance Combi,” this one features a tempo synchronized Wah Effect with a slow LFO,
which seems to conjure visions of underwater exploration. A synth lead is provided in the upper octaves
for soloing and chord work, along with a synth bass timbre within the lowest octave (C2 to C3) for bass
duties. JS +Y provides a snare roll fill, and KARMA Switch 2 adds extra percussion. Scene 2 accentuates
the kalimba pattern by adding a harmony, and RT Knob 4B adds more reverb to the mix.

KARMA
Module A: bell pad Module B: drums1 Module C: drums2 Module D: kalimba

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes drums1 to provide a snare roll fill. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums1. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums2 and provides pattern variations for drums1 and the kalimba. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the kalimba and provides pattern variations for drums1 and drums2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the kalimba and backdrop bell pad audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums of Modules B and C audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of the drums (timbre 3). (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

033: Chamber Hop

With this Combi, we move on to a “Hip-Hop” style - featuring a baroque violin motif, coupled with a
slightly off-beat piano riff. A synth-lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 introduces an
altogether busier mix, with pattern variations for violin, piano and bass, JS -X provides an authentic drum-
break/fill, and JS +X produces a cool pattern variation for the violins, while adding more complexity to
the drums.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: violins Module C: bass Module D: piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the violins. (M)
JS -Y: Retriggers the notes and envelopes of all four Modules, to produce “sampler retrigger”

effects. (M)
JS -X: Transposes the drums to provide a drum fill. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the bass and piano, while providing pattern variations for the violins and drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the filter of the bass.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and drums audible.
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the piano and drums (minus hi-hat).
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of the bass. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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034: Pete’s Arp (CT)

This Combi is the second of two within this collection to include the initials “CT” within the title. CT
simply means “Chord Trigger” – so to play this Combi as I intended it to sound, you need to use the
Chord Triggers. Back now to our little wander through the “Hall of Fame.” I guess by now you’ve hit that
first trigger button....and yes, it all comes flooding back. The smashed guitars, the wrecked hotel rooms,
the Rolls-Royce in the swimming pool....WHO else could it be!  Probably the best example of this pure
slice of nostalgia is Chord Trigger 2. If you leave this particular chord assignment to play, it seems to
include a lot of the notes that formed the bulk of the original version, and Chord Triggers 3 and 4 provide
a couple of familiar variations. JS +Y and JS -Y provide Module transpositions to produce some more
variations, which are best applied to Chord Triggers 1 and 2, and RT Knob 3 (Mode B) is useful for
silencing the drums, guitar and audience!

KARMA
Module A: organ1 Module B: organ2 Module C: organ3 Module D: guitar2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes organ3 down by 5 semitones. (M)
JS -Y: Transposes organ1 up by 7 semitones. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for organ2. (M)
JS +X: Transposes organ2 up 1 octave. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Doppler Effect.
Knob 2B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the guitar, drums and audience.
Knob 4B: Master Volume: Fades the entire mix.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

035: Summertime Park

This is another “song” oriented “Pop” Combi that features some cool Knopfler-esque randomized guitar
strumming. Two different guitar GE’s are used (one of which is transposed up by 7 semitones) that
alternate with each other in a chained arrangement, courtesy of the “Trigger by Module” function. Guitar1
(Module B), also triggers a lovely ambient background synth which floats by periodically. An organ
timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work. Scene 2 offers an even cooler variation
(another favorite) with some added laid-back guitar harmony and ride-cymbal driven drums. JS -X provides
a bass pattern variation, produced by reducing the value of bass (Module C) GE “Time Signature
Numerator” to +0000. Be aware that because we are actually changing the time signature of the bass, it’s
always best to trigger this pattern “on the beat” - otherwise the timing between the Modules may become
“skewed”. Likewise, when returning the Joystick to its center position, try to coincide this action with a
fresh chord change, so that the Modules become synchronized once more.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: guitar1/synth Module C: bass Module D: guitar2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes guitar1 and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes guitar2. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS +X: Provides subtle pattern variations for the drums and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the bass.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Shortens/lengthens the release time of the synth (timbre 4).
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the bass and the synth (timbre 4).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Delay Effect.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the guitar strings. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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036: Disco-Tek

This more “straightforward” Techno Combi features a pop slant this time. A synth-lead is provided in the
upper octaves for soloing and chord work. Scene 2 introduces a busier mix, and the Joystick and RT
controls offer plenty of variation, especially JS -X, which produces extra notes within the bass line and
synth riff. KARMA Knob 4 can also add a little magic with longer duration levels. Karma Knob 6 controls
the transposition of the 4th bar in synth2.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth1 Module C: synth2 Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass, switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums, and provides pattern

variations for synths 1 and 2. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes synth2 and provides pattern variations for drums, bass and synth1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes synth1 and provides yet another pattern variation for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens decay time of the drums and timbre 3.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass, percussion and synth audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Reduces the amount of wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of timbre 2 to produce an interval of a fifth. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

037: Merry ol’Rascals

This “Ethnic/World” Combi could have originated (geographically speaking) anywhere in Europe I
suppose, especially where they serve a good beer, as the players of this rowdy little band seem to have had
a few too many! An accordion is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work. JS +Y and JS -
Y are useful for toggling the pipe drone and solo pipe between muted and unmuted, while KARMA
Switches 1 and 2 are good for adding extra percussion. KARMA Knobs 1 and 2 allow the direct selection
of individual percussion instruments, JS -X provides an alternate percussion rhythm, and JS +X is useful
for muting the percussion.

KARMA
Module A: pipe drone Module B: solo pipe Module C: percussion Module D: accordion

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the pipe drone. (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the solo pipe. (T)
JS -X: Transposes the percussion to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the percussion and accordion. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Modulates the filter of pipe timbres 1 and 2.
Knob 2B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the percussion.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the pipe drone and accordion.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS -Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)
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038: 1Key=MetalMania!

This “Heavy Metal” Combi, as its name suggests, is a “one finger” trigger Combi. Chord work is provided
for in the upper octaves, where you'll find a rather nice flanging synth. Scene 2 offers instant Aerosmith
(minus the megabucks), and KARMA Knob 3 is great for adding some swing to your chugs (that’s a
technical term, by the way). JS -Y allows you to retrigger the groove “sampler fashion” - try this with
Scene 2 selected: pull the Joystick towards yourself with the tip of your fore-finger, and retrigger the
groove very rapidly, as though you were scratching away at one of those infuriating little scratch-cards, and
voila - there you go - instant Metallica (minus the lawsuit)!.

KARMA
Module A: guitar1 Module B: drums Module C: guitar2 Module D: guitar3

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes guitar2 while transposing guitar3 down by 7 semitones. (M)
JS -Y: Retriggers the notes for all four Modules, to produce “sampler retrigger” effects. (M)
JS -X: Mutes guitar1 while transposing guitar2 up by 2 semitones. (M)
JS +X: Mutes guitar3. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of guitar2 (timbre 3).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades guitar1 (timbre 1).
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Adjusts the “sweep range” of the OD/HiGain Wah Effect.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Switches on/off the Delay Effect. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

039: Barren Land

This “New Age” Combi (another personal favorite) features, yet again, the amazing solo improvisations of
GE 0245. It generates a very cool and laid back acoustic guitar solo, backed by acoustic rhythm guitars and
percussion. Some subtle atmospherics introduce themselves periodically, consisting of wind chimes and a
distant ambient synth, while a blown bottle timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord
work. Scene 2 offers a lovely variation with extra complexity and harmony for the rhythm guitars.
KARMA Switch 2 provides note doubling/harmony for the solo guitar, while KARMA Knob 1 is useful
for switching between percussion instrument combinations. JS +Y allows the solo guitar to be toggled
between muted and unmuted, and SW1 is good for adding some string damping effects to the solo guitar.

KARMA
Module A: rhythm gtr1 Module B: rhythm gtr2 Module C: percussion Module D: solo guitar

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the solo guitar. (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the percussion. (M)
JS -X: Mutes rhythm guitar1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes rhythm guitar2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the percussion.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the percussion audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the percussion, solo guitar and background

atmospherics audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: CC 80: Dampens the strings of the solo guitar. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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040: Grecian 2001

This “Hall of Fame” Combi focuses on the pseudo-orchestral synth style of Greek composer and
synthesizer guru Vangelis, probably most famous for his Oscar-winning score to “Chariots of Fire” and the
soundtrack for the cult sci-fi movie “Blade Runner.” KARMA Switch 1 mutes the orchestral percussion,
while RT Knob 3B provides another trademark Vangelis synth-brass sound (when turned fully left-of-
center). It does this by shortening the attack time of the main synth, which consists of timbres 1, 2, 3 and
7 (the main synth can also be used for soloing and chord work in the upper octaves). JS -Y toggles a piano
variation with a very short duration, and KARMA Knobs 5, 6, 7 and 8 are good for creating variations of
the arpeggiated synth, especially when used in conjunction with the RT Knobs 1B to 4B.

KARMA
Module A: brass Module B: orchestral percussion Module C: arpeggio Module D: piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the orchestral percussion, pitch shifts the arpeggio. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a pattern variation for the piano. (T)
JS -X: Pitch-bend down.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: CC 17: Modulates the pitch of synth timbre 5.
Knob 2B: CC 19: Modulates the pitch of synth timbres 5 and 7.
Knob 3B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time for most timbres, excluding

percussion and piano.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time for most timbres, excluding percussion and

piano.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of synth timbres 1, 2, 3 and 5. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off the Comp-Cho/Fl. Effect. (T)

041: Eye In The Sky

This “Ambient” Combi consists of two GE’s providing a “split” drum groove with an unusual rhythm
(Module A supplies hi-hat and snare, while Module B supplies the kick). Module D produces an ambient
wash of sound which pans and modulates across the stereo field, underpinned by a simple synth bass riff.
A synth timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work. Scene 2 simplifies the beat,
while adding extra percussion, and JS +Y mutes drums1, letting you hear drums2 in isolation. RT Knob
1B is a great addition for its resonant effects with synth timbre 4, when the knob is turned fully to the left
and SW1 is on.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: bass Module D: synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums1. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and modulates the filter of drums1. (M)
JS -X: Switches on a pitch-bend envelope for drums1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums2, transposes the synth up 1 octave, and also provides a pattern variation for the

bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for the drums and the ambient synth.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and the drums audible.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Adds higher frequencies to the ambient synth. (Timbre 4)
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter resonance of the ambient synth. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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042: Swingin’ Brass

This “Big Band Jazz” Combi features a brass section with a call/answer arrangement, along with a couple
of layered brass timbres in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work. Scene 2 introduces extra
complexity to the brass riffs, while RT Knob 1B is great for altering the feel of the drums and bass (when
turned slightly left-of-center) by shortening the decay time of the timbres. KARMA Switch 1 provides
“Note Doubling” for the brass riffs, which adds some extra density, and JS +X provides an alternate drum
rhythm complete with handclaps and finger snaps.

KARMA
Module A: brass1 Module B: brass2 Module C: drums Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes brass1 and provides a pattern variation for brass2. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for brass1 & 2. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for brass1 and the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the bass and provides an alternate rhythm for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick      )
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and bass.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the brass audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80) Modulates the pitch of brass timbre 1, and modulates the filter of brass timbres 5

and 6. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

043: Club Crawl

With this Combi, we move on to a fairly simple “Garage/Club” style, featuring another call/answer
arrangement courtesy of the “Trigger by Module” function (which allows the “chaining” of GE’s). A wah-
wah synth (Module C) alternates with the club organ (Module B). Drum and bass Modules are muted via
KARMA Switches 1 and 2. Scene 2 introduces some nice variations, and KARMA Knob 7’s ability to
simplify the bass pattern by changing its time signature is useful for driving the groove forward. A synth
lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: organ Module C: wah synth Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm and switches off the Wah IFX. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the wah synth. (M)
JS -X: Transposes the organ down 1 octave and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the organ, switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums, and provides a pattern

variation for bass (Module D). (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for most timbres.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
Knob 4B: F/A Rel. (CC 72): Shortens/lengthens the release time for the organ and the synth (timbres 2

and 3). Try turning this up while the wah synth is happening!
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of the synth (timbre 3). (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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044: The Sorceror

A heavy “Pop” Combi with a song-like structure, this features a great bass line that bends and contorts
with a passion, along with an angst-driven strings theme coupled with analog style arpeggios. The drums
deserve a mention for their full-on 80’s style bombast, and all of these elements fit together to create a big
over-the-top epic feel. A gothic choir is provided for chord work in the lower octaves, split with a lead
guitar for soloing in the upper octaves. JS +Y allows you to “toggle” the synth arpeggio between muted
and unmuted. Scene 2 offers a stark contrast, with a simplified rhythm and stripped-down strings-line.
KARMA Knob 6 provides an alternative bass line when turned fully to the right that fits together very well
with the string and arpeggio lines. JS +X provides a very sweet, alternative string harmony, while
switching on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums.

KARMA
Module A: strings Module B: synth Module C: bass Module D: drums

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the synth. (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the strings and produces pitch modulation for the synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the synth, provides pattern variations for the strings and drums, and switches on a

pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the strings audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the synth (timbre 2) audible.
Knob 3B: Master Volume: Fades the entire mix.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

045: Herbie’s Solo

This “Hall OF Fame” Combi features the solo improvising talents of GE 0245: Flute Improv. This time it
generates a mono-synth solo over a jazz-fusion backing, consisting of drums, bass and piano, reminiscent
of the Jazz genius Herbie Hancock. The solo synth can be treated with some overdrive via RT Knob 4B.
SW1 turns on a tempo-synchronized Wah Effect for the solo synth, which sounds particularly good when
used in conjunction with the Overdrive Effect. Scene 2 provides a nice variation with a “jazzier” solo,
while KARMA Switch 1 adds some harmonic and rhythmic complexity to the piano, via Melodic Repeat.
JS +Y toggles the solo synth between muted and unmuted, and KARMA Knobs 4 and 6 are perfect for
randomizing the feel of the piano. A brass section is provided in the RH to add brass parts when you feel
the urge. With KARMA Off, this is a highly variable lead synth using RT Knobs 1B through 4B.

KARMA
Module A: solo synth Module B: piano Module C: drums Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the solo synth. (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the piano. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of the solo synth.
Knob 2B: Filt Reso. (CC 71): Adjusts the filter resonance of the solo synth.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the solo synth.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the wet/dry mix of the OD/HiGain Wah Effect for the solo

synth.
SW1: (CC 80): Switches on/off the St.Wah/AutoW. Effect for the solo synth. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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046: 60’s Electronica

This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi attempts to recreate the sound and atmosphere of works produced by
the early electronic/avant garde music pioneers of the 60’s - instant Sci-Fi B-Movie soundtrack! It features
the Rotary Speaker Effect to produce the ghostly warbling piano, and the Auto Reverse Effect for
“backwards tape” effects. KARMA Switch 1 switches on a pitch-bend envelope affecting synth timbre 3 (a
timbre also treated by the Rotary Speaker Effect, which sounds slightly similar to a certain classic tape-
based vintage keyboards). KARMA Switch 2 mutes the atonal piano (Module A), while RT SW1 increases
the Feedback and wet/dry mix of the Delay Effect, simulating early tape-echo devices. KARMA Knob 6
increases the density of the white noise, and RT Knob 3B is useful for decreasing the wet/dry mix of the
Rotary Speaker Effect.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: synth2 Module C: synth3 Module D: arp synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Produces modulation, pre-defined as per Program.
JS -Y: Produces modulation, pre-defined as per Program.
JS -X: Pitch-bend down for timbre 2.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up for timbre 2.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades timbres 3, 4, and 5.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades timbres 1, 2 and 4.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Rotary Speaker Effect.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Increases the Feedback and wet/dry mix of the Delay. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off the Doppler Effect. (T)

047: Times Of Sorrow

A piano driven “Pop” Combi with a nice, slightly melancholy motif, this one features a bass line generated
by two identical GE’s, one of which is transposed up by two semitones to form more of a song-like
structure. The piano GE (which is actually a synth-category “panning arpeggiator” GE - which certainly
proves the versatility of GE’s) also generates an ambient background synth, which adds a nice ethereal
glow to the mix. Scene 2 introduces a cool variation with added complexity for drums, bass and piano. JS
+Y provides a nice alternate percussion rhythm, while giving the piano some harmony. RT Knob 3B
creates a good alternative mix by fading the bass and piano, and a sax is provided for lead duties in the
upper octaves.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: bass1 Module C: piano Module D: bass2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm, and also provides a pattern variation

for the piano. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the piano. (M)
JS -X: Mutes bass1 and bass2. (M)
JS +X: Switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 2B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time of the percussion and ambient synth

timbre 4.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and ambient synth timbre 4 audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of ambient synth timbre 4. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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048: Red Shift

Another “Ambient/Trance” style Combi - a little more up-tempo this time, featuring a couple of Gated
Type GE’s, which work well together to create some nice atmospherics. A synth lead is provided in the
upper octaves for soloing and chord work. Scene 2 drops out the drums and accentuates the bass with lots
of pitch bending, while JS +X provides even more variety, with pattern variations for three of the Modules
simultaneously. KARMA Switch 1 adds extra percussion.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: drums Module C: synth2 Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes synth2 and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes synth1. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for the drums and synth2. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for synth1, the drums, and the bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for drums and bass.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of synth2.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and synth2 audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Produces pitch and filter modulation for the drums and the bass. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

049: SuperComper

Next from the “Hall of Fame” category is a Combi which makes use of GE 0167 Tramp Comper to supply
the distinctive piano-comping style of Supertramp, a unique and talented band led by the gifted
songwriting duo of Rick Davies and Roger Hodgson. This comping style, most often performed using a
Wurlitzer piano, can be heard on many of their recordings, including the classics “Dreamer” and “The
Logical Song”. A sax (of course) is provided in the upper octaves for soloing. KARMA Knob 3 is useful
for adjusting the Velocity Level of the whirly piano, while KARMA Switch 2 adds a quirky filter envelope
to it. JS -X provides a short snare fill, and Scene 2 introduces a nice break, with ride-cymbal and
piano/bass variations.

KARMA
Module A: whirly piano Module B: drums Module C: bass Module D: piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the whirly and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Provides a “fill” for the drums (Scene 1). (M)
JS +X: Mutes the piano and provides a pattern variation for the whirly. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the bass.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass and the piano (timbre 4).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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050: Atonal Reaktion

This “Ambient/Trance” Combi (with a ghostly atonal backdrop, provided by synth Modules C and D) is
perfect for soundtrack work. It features the Sub Oscillator Effect, which produces a pitched sine wave in
response to the signal being fed through the Effect. In this case, drums1 (Module A) is being sent through
it, which you can hear more clearly with the Joystick in the JS -Y position, where it mutes drums2
(Module B). Scene 2 takes it into another dimension! KARMA Knob 1 is good for creating new melodies
with the sine wave, while KARMA Switch 2 adds extra percussion. RT Knob 4B can shorten the attack of
the atonal synth, adding an extra dimension to the mix, and a synth pad layer is provided in the upper
octaves for soloing and chord work.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: atonal synth1 Module D: atonal synth2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes drums1 to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for drums1 and drums2. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums2 (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for drums1, drums2, and atonal synth1. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just drums1 and synth2 audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just drums2, synth1 and synth2 audible.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 4B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time of most timbres.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

051: Dance Of The Imp

This “Orchestral/Electronic” Combi has more of a pseudo-classical “synth orchestra” feel - the kind of
sound the early electronic music pioneers were creating (such as Wendy Carlos and Tomita), with their own
interpretations of Classical works. A suitably retro, analog-style “drum machine” pattern is produced by
Module D to accompany three separate arpeggio patterns generated by Modules A, B and C. A
monophonic synth lead is provided for soloing in the upper octaves, along with a synth bass timbre
contained within the lowest octave (C2 to C3). Scene 2 introduces a charming variation which mutes the
strings arpeggio, while JS -Y provides an alternate drum rhythm featuring an orchestral snare roll. JS +X
mutes the drum rhythm and produces random arpeggios for Modules B and C, and RT Knobs 1B and 2B
are good for providing alternate mixes.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: synth2 Module C: strings Module D: drums

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for synth1 and drums. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes synth2, transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm, and transposes the

strings down 1 octave. (M)
JS -X: Transposes synth2 up 1 octave and provides a pattern variation for synth1. (M)   
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides pattern variations for synth2 and the strings. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and synth2 (timbre 4) audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and synth1 (timbre 3) audible.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the Feedback and wet/dry mix of the Delay.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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052: Ana-Giganticus!

This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi attempts to simulate the classic analog monster-synths of yesteryear.
It features the Pad Motion GE 0819 Dr. Envelope (used for all four Modules), a “Real Time” GE that is
able to generate various CC envelopes, pitch bend envelopes, etc. in real-time. A good example of one of
the effects this particular GE can produce is the dramatic pitch bending, heard at the attack stage of this
Combi. A monophonic synth lead timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing, along with a synth-
bass timbre within the lowest octave (C2 to C3) for bass duties. Scene 2 offers an alternate pitch-bend with
a faster attack. KARMA Switch 1 is useful for its ability to switch off the pitch-bend envelope, and JS -Y
is great for producing various interesting modulations.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: synth2 Module C: synth3 Module D: synth4

Joystick:
JS +Y: Produces modulation, pre-defined as per Program.
JS -Y: Produces modulation, pre-defined as per Program.
JS -X: Pitch-bend down.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)   
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Modulates the pitch of bass timbre 6 and the filter of synth lead timbre 8.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of timbres 2, 3, 6 and 8.
Knob 3B: (CC 02): Identical to JS -Y position.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Delay.
SW1: (CC 80): Produces filter and pitch modulation for most timbres. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

053: Cool Breeze

This “Pop” Combi is more up-tempo and bass driven, featuring an ambient backdrop from Module D.
Module D’s GE (0845) produces some gorgeous filter modulations for synth timbre 4, which seem to float
like clouds in the distance. You can use RT Knob 1 to shorten the attack of the background synth to hear
the notes GE 0845 produces more clearly. A harmonica is provided for lead in the upper octaves. Scene 2
drops the kick and snare, changes the percussion, and shortens the duration on the bass. KARMA Switch 1
provides some “ghosting” for the drums, and JS-X offers a percussion variation, while adding a subtle
change to the bass pattern.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: percussion Module C: bass Module D: ambient synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and adds a shimmer to the ambient synth. (M)
JS -Y: Switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the percussion and provides a pattern variation for the

drums. (M)
JS -X: Transposes the percussion to provide an alternate rhythm, and provides a pattern variation for

the bass. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the drums and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Shortens/lengthens the attack time of the ambient synth.
Knob 2B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of the ambient synth.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the ambient synth
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the percussion.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of synth timbre 4. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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054: Market Square

This “Ethnic/World” Combi has more of an eastern European flavor, with a “recorded in-the-field” quality,
similar to Ethnic Performance sample CD’s. Featuring a suitably exotic sounding solo violin, this one
improvises a melody using GE 0643 Improv Lead 1 (as opposed to generating a fixed melody, as in
Combi Serpent Fire). The solo violin can be muted by playing the keys above C5, where you’ll find an
identical violin timbre for soloing and chord work. For the KARMA generated violin melody to resume
playing however, requires a fresh trigger or chord change within the KARMA Key Zone (below C5). The
violin solo can also be muted altogether, via KARMA RT Switch 2, while JS -Y provides a cool variation
by transposing the acoustic guitar up 5 semitones. KARMA Knobs 7 and 8 add some very realistic
nuances to the violin performance by modifying Duration and Velocity, and JS +Y provides a great
alternate percussion rhythm. Scene 2 has the violinist do some quiet staccato bowing, while varying the
guitar and percussion.

KARMA
Module A: percussion1 Module B: percussion2 Module C: guitar Module D: violin

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes percussion2 to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Transposes the guitar up by 5 semitones. (M)
JS -X: Mutes percussion1. (M)
JS +X: Pitch Bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the guitar and percussion2 audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the guitar.
Knob 3B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of the violin and percussion1.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the guitar. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

055: Elastic Band

Another “Ambient” Combi with two GE’s generating an unusual drum rhythm, this one features a quirky
bending bass line coupled with a ghostly whistle effect (actually, the bass and whistle are both generated
by the same GE). A very analog sounding synth lead is provided in the upper octaves, which is actually a
synth bass timbre passed through an effect chain, consisting of Overdrive, Flanger and Vibrato (who needs
virtual analog!) KARMA Knob 3 is useful for adding some more complexity to the bass, and JS +Y
increases the wet/dry mix of the Auto Fade Mod Effect for extra echo.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: bass Module C: synth Module D: drums2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums2 and increases the wet/dry mix of IFX5 St. AutoFd Mod. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums1. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the synth, switches on a pitch-bend envelope for drums1, and provides a pattern

variation for drums2. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the synth and drums2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joys      tick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for most timbres.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the filter of the bass, and also the pitch of synth timbres 5 and 7.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass, synth timbre 3 and drum timbre 1

audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Produces various pitch and filter modulations. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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056: KARMA WaveSEQ

One synth that has attained a “classic” status is the legendary Korg Wavestation synthesizer - an innovative
and inspiring synth. This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi attempts to simulate the Wavestation’s ability
to play its samples or waveforms sequentially, which was a major contributing factor to its unique sound.
Three Arp Model GE’s are used to produce the “wave-sequence” effect (which are daisy-chained, courtesy of
the Trigger by Module function). Each GE triggers two different timbres, which are separated in time by
160 ms, to create a six-step wave-sequence. The fourth GE (another Arp Model category GE) provides the
arpeggiated synth pattern, which weaves its way alongside the wave-sequence and can be muted via JS -Y.
KARMA Knobs 5, 6, 7 and 8 produce some interesting variations of the wave-sequence, and KARMA RT
Switch 2 provides random notes for the arpeggiated synth. JS -X and JS +X provide some extra variety for
the wave-sequence, via direct control of the “Input Sort” parameter.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: synth2 Module C: synth3 Module D: arp synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes wave-sequence synths1, 2 & 3. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for wave-sequence synths1 and 3. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for wave-sequence synth2. (M)

Realtime        C       ontrols       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Lengthens the attack time of most timbres, excluding the arpeggiated

synth.
Knob 2B: (CC 19): Modulates the pitch of the arpeggiated synth.
Knob 3B: (CC 20): Detunes the oscillators of the arpeggiated synth.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS -Y Lock, adds tremelo to pad sound. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)

057: London Nightlife

Another Garage/Club style Combi, this one features a pitch-bending square bass, as well as an organ
timbre with a brass-like “swell” (which can be extended by the use of KARMA Knob 5). Extra percussion
can be introduced into the mix via KARMA Knob 1, and KARMA Switch 2 can perform several duties at
the same time, such as providing pattern variations for organ and synth, while switching on a pitch-bend
envelope for drums.

KARMA
Module A: wah synth Module B: drums Module C: bass Module D: organ

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the organ. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth and bass, and provides a pattern variation for the organ. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the drums (ideal as a snare-roll fill). (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just drums and bass audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the organ, hi-hat and simple percussion

audible.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the wet/dry mix of the Delay Effect. (Quite subtle, but

noticeable for its effect on the organ).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the pitch of the wah synth (timbre 1). (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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058: Daisy Chain

This “New Age/Folk” Combi demonstrates fully the “Trigger by Module” function, which allows Modules
to be “daisy-chained” so that they play sequentially. For this particular example, I’ve used four similar
guitar-strum GE’s, to create an extended strumming phrase. Two of the Modules (B and D) have been
transposed to different intervals to facilitate the phrase, and these intervals can be modified via KARMA
Knobs 4 and 5 (look at the “Note” page to see the chords for the different modules). A bell/pad layer is
provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work. KARMA Knob 1 adjusts the Time Signature of
Modules B and D to create some rhythmic variety (as demonstrated by Scene 2). RT Knob 2B is great for
producing some very realistic string damping effects, by twisting the knob back and forth between 9 and
12 o’clock. The Joystick makes use of the Trigger by Module function again, to allow a given Module to
play its pattern within the chain repeatedly. (For positions other than JS +Y - the Joystick has to be held
in position until the assigned Module is triggered within the chain, for its pattern to repeat).

KARMA
Module A: guitar1 Module B: guitar2 Module C: guitar3 Module D: guitar4

Joystick:
JS +Y: Plays guitar3 repeatedly. (M)
JS -Y: Plays guitar2 repeatedly. (M)
JS -X: Plays guitar4 repeatedly. (M)
JS +X: Plays guitar1 repeatedly. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades synth timbre 2.
Knob 2B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time of the guitar.
Knob 3B: Filt EG Int. (CC 79): Adjusts the Filter envelope intensity of the guitar.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the guitar. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

059: Pandora’s Vox

Another Combi featuring the Vocoder Effect, this one has more of an ambient/atmospheric approach. A
synth timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work, along with a fretless bass timbre
in the lowest octave (C2 to C3) for bass duties. JS +Y introduces a synth-bass riff, which works well in
conjunction with KARMA Knob 5 (Velocity Level). Scene 2 offers a very cool “talking vocoder” effect,
which sounds almost like chanting Gregorian Monks - very gothic! And KARMA Knob 1 is able to
produce a whole range of interesting vocoder effects, courtesy of Module A’s “Transpose” parameter.

KARMA
Module A: drums1 Module B: drums2 Module C: synth/bass Module D: pad (carrier)

Joystick:
JS +Y: Switches off the Reverb, and provides a pattern variation for the synth/bass. (M)
JS -Y: Modulates the filter of the synth and provides a pattern variation for the vocoder. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the synth and bends the pitch of drums1 and drums2 to produce a tonal variation for

the vocoder. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the vocoder effect and provides a pattern variation plus pitch-bend for drums2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: (CC 17): Varies the mix between Vocoder and Carrier.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the vocoder effect audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the vocoder and kick.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and vocoder.
SW1: (CC 80): Modulates the filter of synth (timbre 4). (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)
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060: Joey’s Bar

With this Combi, we move on to a typical “Traditional Jazz” style, consisting of drums, acoustic bass,
piano and solo trumpet. The solo trumpet is generated once again by GE 0245, producing quite an
authentic solo performance. A set of vibes is provided in the upper octaves for soloing and chord work.
Scene 2 - introduces a cool laid-back piano motif, along with an alternate drum rhythm. JS -X provides
another alternate drum rhythm, which works equally well with Scene 2 selected. KARMA Switch 1 mutes
the solo trumpet, and KARMA Knobs 4 to 8, plus KARMA Switch 2 allow plenty of variation for the
piano.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: piano Module C: bass Module D: trumpet

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides a pattern variation for the piano. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm, and the piano up 1 octave. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the piano. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the piano and drums audible.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and bass.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the bass. (T)
SW2: JS +Y Lock. (T)

061: Charm Procession

Another “Pop” Combi, this one has more of an 80’s feel, reminiscent of “New Age” artist Enya. It features
an unusual choir motif (generated by unused GE 0075: E.Piano Police), along with some piano/strings
embellishment and an analog-style drum pattern provided by Module A. A bell timbre is provided in the
upper octaves for soloing and chord work. KARMA Switch 1 produces a different choir pattern by altering
the values of three separate GE parameters simultaneously. JS +Y mutes the bass and provides a quirky
alternate drum rhythm. RT Knob 3B is useful for fading the choir for a less “busy” mix, and JS -X
switches on a pitch-bend envelope for the drums, while muting the piano.

KARMA
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: choir Module D: piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the choir. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the piano and switches on pitch-bend envelope for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 2B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of the drums and choir.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the choir and synth timbre 4.
Knob 4B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and drums audible.
SW1: (CC 80): Switches on/off the Sequence Dly Effect. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Switches on/off the Reverb. (T)
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062: Ethereal FX

This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi attempts to simulate the atmospheric FX produced by traditional
analog subtractive synthesis. Pad Motion category GE’s are used for all four Modules, to create four
different and distinctive analog-style effects. JS +Y and JS -Y provide the ability to speed up, or slow
down the Tempo of the Combi, while Scene 2 offers some interesting variations of all four synth-effects
(best heard with a fresh chord trigger, by the way). KARMA Knob 4 is good for adjusting the speed of the
“white noise” modulations, while KARMA Knob 6 can adjust the speed of the gated synth-pad. But to
make this Combi really “come-alive,” you need to play with RT knobs 3B and 4B. RT Knob 3B is cool
for its ability to modify the filter cutoff of the gated synth-pad and white noise, and Knob 4B adds more
resonance. RT Knob 1B fades the gated synth-pad, providing a useful alternate mix.

KARMA
Module A: synth1 Module B: synth2 Module C: synth3 Module D: arp synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Increases the Tempo of the Combi.
JS -Y: Decreases the Tempo of the Combi.
JS -X: Pitch-bend down.
JS +X: Pitch-bend up.

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades gated synth timbre 3.
Knob 2B: Lfo 1 Dep. (CC 77): LFO depth.
Knob 3B: Filt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of synth timbres 2 and 3.
Knob 4B: Filt Reso. (CC 71): Adjusts the filter resonance of synth timbres 1, 2 and 3.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

063: A Long Way Home

Another “Techno-pop” Combi, this one happens to feature a lead-synth melody driven by Module C.
What’s slightly unusual about this arrangement is that Module C’s GE (0067 E.Piano 03/A17) is actually
a polyphonic GE, yet it’s driving a monophonic synth. However, there’s hardly any of the usual “note-
fighting” that would normally occur. A mono synth lead is provided in the upper octaves for soloing.
Scene 2 drops the kick, snare and melody, KARMA Switch 1 lightens the beat while adding pattern
variation to the bass, and KARMA Switch 2 offers some variations for the drums and melody.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth1 Module C: synth2 Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes synth1 and transposes the drums to provide an alternate rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes synth2 and provides pattern variation for synth1. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for the drums, synth and bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums, provides a pattern variation for synth1, and also produces filter

modulation for the bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens decay time for most timbres, drums and bass in

particular.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the bass and arpeggiated synth1 audible

(timbres 2 and 6).
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and synth2 (timbres 1 and 3).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the wet/dry mix of the Reverb.
SW1: (CC 80): Produces pitch shift for RH lead synth (timbre 7). (T)
SW2: JS-Y Lock. (T)
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Chemistry Volume 2 – SONIC VIAGRA!

000/064: Asian Dub

This “ambient Ethnic/World/Dub” Combi features sitar underpinned by a distinctive distorted drum groove
and reggae dub style bass. An ambient background synth can be heard periodically behind the sitars. The
upper octaves contain layered string timbres for lead/solo duties. Scene 2 offers a lighter mix by fading the
distorted drum groove while providing a pattern variation for the sitars. KARMA Switch 2 produces a cool
pitch bend envelope for the distorted drums. JS -Y provides a nice ethnic sounding alternative drum
rhythm and RT Knob 2B is useful for fading the sitars for a more subdued mix.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: bass Module D: sitar/synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums 1. (M)
JS -Y: Transposes drums 1 & 2 to provide an alternative drum rhythm. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the sitar and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for most timbres.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the sitar.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the sitar, synth & drum timbre 2.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades distorted drum timbre 1 (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Produces various filter modulations. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

001/065: Trancefer

This “Euro-Trance” Combi (featuring three brand new GE’s) is comprised of drums, back-beat bass, a filter
modulated synth riff, and a Euro style synth melody. A layered synth-pad timbre is located in the upper
octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2 offers a cool variation with faded kick/snare and extra
complexity/harmony for the synth riff and synth melody, via the Repetitions parameter assigned to
KARMA Switch 2. KARMA Switch 1 adds extra percussion, while KARMA Knobs 4 and 5 are useful for
their ability to switch to different patterns for the bass and synth riff respectively. KARMA Knob 8
controls “Note Scale Type” for the synth melody, allowing some note pattern variety. The Joystick
provides pattern changes and variations for all four Modules simultaneously, in all of its possible positions
(eight, if you count the diagonal positions).

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth riff Module C: synth melody   Module D: bass synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules, decays drum roll with JS +X (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules, triggers drum roll. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the drums and bass (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth riff.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth melody.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the synth riff and drums.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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002/066: Flyin’ High

A laid-back “ambient Hip-Hop” Combi with a fairly heavy beat, this one features a pitch bending lead
synth pattern along with a cool ambient background synth-wash which introduces itself periodically. An
acoustic bass is provided in the lowest octave for bass duties, while the upper octaves contain a sax
ensemble timbre for soloing. Scene 2 provides a less busy mix with faded kick/snare and a slowly fading
lead synth, while KARMA Knob 4 is good for introducing some rhythm randomization for the drum
modules. JS+X provides some extra spacey pitch bending for the lead synth, JS+Y provides a nice
alternative drum groove courtesy of the Module “Transpose” parameter, and RT Knobs 2B and 3B are good
for providing some useful mix variations.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: bending synth   Module D: synth wash

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bending synth and transposes drums 1 & 2 to provide an alternative drum

rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a pattern variation for the bending synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums 1 and provides a pattern variation for the ambient synth wash. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 2 and provides a pattern variation for the bending synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joys      tick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time for most timbres.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the ambient synth and drum timbre 1.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades drum timbres 2 & 3.
Knob 4B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time of the lead and ambient synths.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

003/067: Europa

This “Techno/Trance” Combi with a European flavor features a synth-mallet timbre (courtesy of the GM
Bank) that is used for the synth melody. A poly-synth timbre with a long delay is provided in the upper
octaves for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 fades the synth melody and shortens the bass durations, while adding
a touch more complexity to the drums. JS+Y switches on a pitch bend envelope for drum Module B while
providing a variation for the synth melody. JS -Y introduces a snare roll into the mix, and RT Knobs 2B
and 3B provide a couple of useful alternative mixes.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: bass Module D: synth melody

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 2 and the synth melody. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a snare roll. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the synth melody. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 & 2 and the bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Jo      ystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the bass timbres (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth melody and drums 2.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades bass timbre 4 and drums 1.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the synth melody and drums 2.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the synth melody. (T)
SW2: JS+Y Lock. (T)
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004/068: Waiting For Rain

This “New-Age” style Combi with an Ethnic/World flavor consists of delay-effected drums, acoustic bass,
a gentle flute pad arpeggio, and a rhythmic kalimba pattern. An acoustic piano/synth-pad layer is located in
the upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2 provides a cool variation, with extra notes for the
flute-pad, and a darker tone for the kalimba. KARMA Knob 2 allows the selection of a wide range of
different drum and percussion instruments, while KARMA Switch 1 provides extra percussion via the
Repetitions parameter. KARMA Switch 2 adds some extra complexity and harmony for the kalimba
pattern. KARMA Knob 6 allows extra notes for the flute-pad, courtesy of the Replications parameter. JS
–X provides a nice variation with less notes for the kalimba, while muting the flute-pad.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: flute-pad Module D: kalimba

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the kalimba. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the flute-pad and provides pattern variations for the drums, bass and kalimba. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and transposes the flute-pad up one octave. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the kalimba.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the flute-pad.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the flute-pad, kalimba and drums. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

005/069: Brutal Behaviour

This blistering “Hardcore Techno” Combi (one of my favorites for this collection) features a KARMA-
generated snaky distorted lead synth riff, together with heavy drums and overdriven pitch bending bass. A
doubled distorted 4ths lead sound is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2
offers a variation with less drum activity, while KARMA Switch 2 is useful for switching off pitch bend
for the bass. KARMA Knob 6 is cool for lead synth pattern variations, courtesy of the “Repetitions”
parameter. KARMA Knob 4 provides a means of introducing extra notes for the bass, by increasing the
“Max” Note Series parameter, and JS+Y provides a nice variation with more restrained drums and bass.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: bass synth Module D: lead synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums 1, and provides pattern variations for bass and lead synth. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums 2. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the lead synth and provides a pattern variation for drums 1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for drums 2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the Delay, and switches on “Wah” Effect for

the bass (and the RH synth) – far left is max delay, while the way switches on at center.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the lead synth.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the drums.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums & bass.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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006/070: Days Of Autumn

This gentle “New-Age” Combi consists of bell and mallet arpeggios, underpinned by a simple acoustic
bass. A mellow synth-lead (a sine-wave turned into a square-wave sound via distortion) is provided in the
upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 offers a contrasting variation that randomizes the notes of bell
Module B and adds a little more rhythmic complexity for bell Module A. RT Knobs 2B and 3B provide
some useful alternative mixes. KARMA Knob 1 doubles the speed of bells 1 (be sure to retrigger when
switching to keep things in sync). KARMA Knob 6 allows control of the time signature of the bass,
KARMA Knob 7 provides the ability to turn on Inversion for Module A’s arpeggio, and KARMA
Switches 1 and 2 are useful for unlatching the arpeggio patterns.

KARMA:
Module A: bells 1 Module B: bells 2 Module C: bass Module D: ambient synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the ambient synth. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass (M)
JS -X: Mutes bells 2. (M)
JS +X: Mutes bells 1. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades bell timbre 1.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bell timbres 2 and 5.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the bells.
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

007/071: Studio Session

One of my favorites for this collection, this lovely slow-tempo “Jazz-Rock/Pop” Guitar Combi in 6/4 time
features a randomized finger picked/strummed electric guitar, alongside a cool jazzy electric piano generated
by modified GE: 1398 Ed RandPno 8bar. (The “Ed” in the title signifies an “edited” Factory GE.) An
expressive synth lead is located in the upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 offers a tasty variation with
hi-hats, side-stick snare, and extra complexity/note range for the electric piano. JS+Y is cool for allowing
the bass to “start walking” (another edited Factory GE) while fading the snare (or side-stick in Scene 2). If
you just push it up quickly at the downbeat of a bar and release it, the bass will walk through that bar and
the snare will not drop out. JS -Y mutes the guitar, letting you hear the piano in isolation. KARMA Knob
1 provides more or less rhythm complexity for the drums, and KARMA Knobs 5 and 8 provide control of
velocity levels of guitar and electric piano for extra contrast.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: guitar Module D: e.piano

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the e.piano up one octave and provides variations for the drums and bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the guitar. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the e.piano. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (ab      ove       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the guitar.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the e.piano.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the guitar.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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008/072: Voxarama

This addictive “Electro-Pop” style Combi features the IFX Vocoder Effect to supply a distinctive vocoder
sound, driven by Module C’s drum groove. A layered synth-lead is located in the upper octaves for
soloing. Scene 2 introduces some harmony for the synth riff, (via the “Velocity Offset” parameter assigned
to KARMA Knob 5) while fading the kick and snare. KARMA Switch 1 supplies a pitch bend envelope
for the drums, and KARMA Switch 2 provides some extra percussion via the Repetitions parameter.
KARMA Knob 4 supplies some harmony for the vocoder, again via Repetitions. JS+Y provides a nice
variation, with pattern changes for the vocoder, bass and synth riff. Likewise JS -X, which mutes the bass,
provides some extra percussion and produces a vocoder effect that is richer in tone.

KARMA:
Module A: vocoder Module B: synth riff Module C: drums Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the vocoder, synth riff and bass.  (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the kick/snare, and provides pattern variations for the synth riff, drums and bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the vocoder, synth riff and drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the synth riff and provides a pattern variation for the vocoder. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the “Noise” level of the Vocoder Effect.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the vocoder.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth riff, bass and drums (leaving just the vocoder).
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the vocoder and drums.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the bass and pitch modulates the synth pad. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

009/073: Acid Machines

This “Techno/Trance” Combi simulates the distinctive sound of two classic “groove boxes” produced in
the early mid 80’s, which have dominated the dance scene ever since. A nice feature of this particular
Combi is the ability to select between a wide variety of different lead and bass synth patterns. This is done
via KARMA Knob 5, which has been assigned to vary the “Start Seed” parameter of the Modules
generating these two voices. Twist KARMA Knob 5 (nothing will change yet) and then play a new chord,
and you’ll hear the patterns change for the lead and bass synths - pretty cool stuff! A synth pad timbre is
provided in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 demonstrates the “Freeze Randomize” feature
just mentioned to good effect. KARMA Knob 2 is useful for introducing a snare into the mix, as is
KARMA Knob 3 for providing some extra hi-hat rhythm complexity, and the joystick provides a high
level of variation with its eight possible positions.

KARMA:
Module A: lead-synth Module B: drums 1 Module C: bass Module D: drums 2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the lead-synth and drums 2. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a snare roll on drums 1 and modulates the lead synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums 1 kick/HH and provides pattern variations for the lead-synth and bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 2 and provides pattern variations for the lead-synth and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the lead-synth.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Manually sweeps the OD/HiGain Wah Effect.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the lead-synth. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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010/074: The Plan Begins

This “Classical/Orchestral” Combi features three different violin patterns generated by Modules B, C and
D. Module A’s GE generates an improvising french horn (which can be heard via KARMA Knob 1). An
identical french horn timbre is also located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2
offers a little more complexity for the violins, and introduces the improvising french horn mentioned
earlier. KARMA Switches 1 and 2 both provide additional harmony/complexity for the violins via the
Repetitions parameter. JS+Y isolates Module C’s violin pattern, while JS -Y mutes it. KARMA Knob 4
controls the “Duration” for all three patterns, and RT Knob 1 is useful for adding some extra reverb to the
mix, if needed.

KARMA:
Module A: french horn Module B: violins 1 Module C: violins 2 Module D: violins 3

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes violins 1 & 3. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes violins 2. (M)
JS -X: Unassigned (pitch bend french horn).
JS +X: Unassigned (pitch bend french horn).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades violins 3 (Module D).
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades violins 1 (Module B).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades violins 2 (reversed - Module C)
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

011/075: Funky Freeze

This ambient “Space-Funk” Combi features a funky bass line that is completely variable. KARMA Knob
5, assigned to the “Freeze Randomize” function, provides a huge variety of different bass patterns. Twist
Knob 5, (you won’t hear any change yet) now play a new chord, and voila - a totally different bass line
emerges. A synth-lead is provided in the upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 fades the kick/snare, and
the bass plays an altogether different funk lick, (which again, won’t be heard until KARMA receives a fresh
chord trigger). KARMA Knob 3 also provides a wide range of different funk licks, this time for the guitar,
the complexity of which can be controlled by KARMA Knob 4. KARMA Switch 1 adds a little more feel
to the drum groove via the Repetitions parameter, and JS+Y provides a nice variation which mutes the
ambient synth and accentuates the funk guitar. Note: because of the interaction of some of the bass GE
parameters, playing a major chord will cause the relative minor to be played (C Major gives A Minor).

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: guitar Module C: ambient synth Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the ambient synth and provides pattern variations for drums and guitar.
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the guitar. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the guitar.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the ambient synth.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and bass.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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012/076: Pop-Tek

This “Techno-Pop” Combi with a decidedly 80’s retro flavor is driven by a solid pop drum groove and
simple root bass. A synth riff rhythm (incorporating a nice retro brass-stab) and an electro style synth
melody round out the Combi (both of which are brand new GE’s exclusive to this collection). A brass/lead
timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2 provides a variation with claps
and contrasting patterns for the bass and synths. KARMA Knob 2 allows the selection of different
snares/percussion instruments. KARMA Knob 4 controls Velocity Scale for the bass, which is useful for
altering the rhythm at lower values. JS+Y provides a nice variation that mutes the snare, adds a tambourine
pattern, and introduces some harmony for the synth melody. JS+X and JS -Y introduce some alternative
arpeggio patterns for both synths, and KARMA Switch 2 adds extra complexity and harmony for the synth
melody.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: synth-stab Module D: synth melody

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the drums, the synth-stab and the synth melody. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the drums and synth melody. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the synth melody. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides pattern variations for the synth-stab and synth melody. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth melody.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth-stab.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Fades the drums (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

013/077: Fire & Brimstone

This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi conjures up visions of “Hellfire and Damnation”...not for the faint
hearted! Several special-effect category GM Programs are utilized to create a seething, broody atmosphere
suitable for Soundtrack work (or maybe just to scare the neighbors!) A synth-pad timbre is located in the
upper octaves for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 offers some resonant filter effects, together with a filter
modulation effect, which sounds very much like something being sucked through a portal into a fiery
abyss! RT Knobs 2B and 3B deserve a mention for their ability to isolate either the synth timbres, or the
special effects. RT Knob 4 sends the synth timbres into “electronica” territory, courtesy of pitch
modulation, and RT Knob 1 is useful for adding more Reverb if needed. In addition, it’s quite a nice
Synth pad when KARMA is turned off!

KARMA:
Module A: SFX1 Module B: SFX2 Module C: synth Module D: zaps

Joystick:
JS +Y: Unassigned (vibrato).
JS -Y: Unassigned (filter modulation on synth).
JS -X: Unassigned (pitch bend +24).
JS +X: Unassigned (pitch bend -24).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades special effects timbres 1, 2, 3 & 5.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades synth timbres 4, 6 & 7.
Knob 4B: P LFO 1 Dep (CC 77): Increases the depth of pitch modulation.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates synth timbre 4. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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014/078: End Of The Show

This “Rock/Pop” Combi (which features two brand new GE’s exclusive to this Collection) consists of a
rock/pop drum rhythm with an offbeat ride cymbal pattern, strummed acoustic guitar, fingerpicked electric
guitar, and a simple kick-accentuating bass. A lead guitar timbre is located in the upper octaves for
soloing. Scene 2 introduces a side-stick snare and fingerpicked acoustic guitar. JS+Y provides a cool
variation, which mutes the snare and introduces various ride/crash cymbal embellishments. KARMA
Switch 2 provides a velocity envelope for the electric guitar, producing a darker tone with less dynamics.
KARMA Switch 1 adds a little more snare/kick complexity via the Repetitions parameter. KARMA Knob
6 allows extra complexity for the electric guitar at higher values, and KARMA Knob 8 randomizes the
rhythm of the bass at lower values, courtesy of Velocity Randomize.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: acoustic guitar         Module C: electric guitar Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for the drum and bass. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for the acoustic guitar and bass Module. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the drums, electric guitar and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the electric guitar.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the acoustic guitar.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the drums and bass (reversed).
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

015/079: Cyber Lagoon

A gentle ambient “Pop Combi” with a slight reggae feel, this one features a rather nice GM Bank Program
(G103 Echo drops) to create a lovely, undulating atmospheric backdrop. An electric bass spans the first
octave for bass duties, and the upper octaves contain a mellow synth-lead timbre (which happens to be a
synth-bass program, incidentally) for soloing. Scene 2 makes use of the “Repetitions” parameter to good
effect, adding extra interest to the reggae synth-harp generated by Module C. KARMA Knob 7 is useful for
“brightening” the ambient background pad, by increasing the filter cutoff. KARMA Switches 1 & 2 are
great for adding extra percussion and rhythmic complexity. JS -Y mutes the ambient synth while
accentuating the synth-harp, and RT Knob 4 is useful for increasing the amount of reverb in the mix.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: synth Module D: ambient synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums 2 and the synth while providing pattern variations for drums 1 and the ambient

synth. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums 1 and the ambient synth, while providing pattern variations for drums 2 and

the synth. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for drums 2 and the synth. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the synth and the ambient synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synths generated by Modules C & D.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the drums.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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016/080: Subterrainia

This dark atonal “Drum ‘n’ Bass” style Combi utilizes the Doppler Effect to gradually fade an assortment
of strange timbres in and out of the mix, together with a busy flanger-effected drum groove and sub bass
pattern. A synth-lead timbre is located in the upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 offers a contrasting drum
rhythm variation, with extra hi-hat activity, and a faster bass line. KARMA Knob 2 controls “Repeat
Transpose” for the drums, which provides a wide range of different percussive effects. KARMA Knob 7
allows extra rhythm complexity for the atonal synth generated by Module B, and KARMA Knob 8 does
the same for the bass, as demonstrated by scene 2. JS+Y provides a nice drum rhythm/tone variation,
courtesy of the Module “Transpose” parameter.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: atonal synth Module C: SFX Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternative rhythm, while muting the SFX. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the atonal synth Module B. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades drum timbre 1, SFX timbre 5 and atonal synth timbre 6.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

017/081: Ozzy’s House

This straightforward “House” style Combi (which also features four brand new GE’s) consists of a typical
house piano and drum groove, bass, and a latin flavor trumpet riff. A trumpet/brass ensemble timbre is
located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2 offers a cool variation, with faded
kick/snare and Note Doubling harmony for the trumpet. KARMA Knob 4 controls Velocity Randomize for
the bass (useful for altering the rhythm at lower values). Likewise, KARMA Knob 5 controls Velocity
Randomize for the piano. KARMA Knob 6 controls “Cluster Randomize” for the piano, providing wider
chords at higher values. KARMA Switch 2 allows Note Doubling for the trumpet. JS+Y introduces a snare
roll, and JS -Y supplies another nice variation, which mutes the bass, kick/snare, and adds extra notes and
harmony for the trumpet.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: piano Module D: trumpet

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides a snare roll. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the drums and trumpet. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the trumpet and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for the drums, bass and trumpet. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the trumpet and bass.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the piano.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: JS X Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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018/082: Green Pastures

This “New-Age” Combi simulates an outdoor picnic setting with a small group of musicians playing
acoustic guitars and harmonica, accompanied by the ambience of birdsong and a gentle stream. The
harmonica can be found in the upper octaves for solo/chord duties; however, if you switch to Scene 2, a
virtual harmonica solo can be heard courtesy of Module D’s improvising GE (retrigger after switching
scenes). Playing the RH will cut off the virtual harmonica. Scene 2 also mutes the background ambience,
incidentally. Some reverb has been provided in the mix, but for the “dryness” of an outdoor setting, you
can remove it if desired with RT Knob 3B. KARMA Switches 1 and 2 are useful for muting and unmuting
the background ambience and harmonica solo. KARMA Knobs 1 to 6 provide a high degree of variability
for the acoustic guitars, and RT Knobs 1B and 2B provide the ability to focus on the left or the right
panned acoustic guitar.

KARMA:
Module A: stream/birds Module B: left guitar Module C: right guitar Module D: harmonica

Joystick:
JS +Y: Unassigned (harmonica vibrato).
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for left and right guitar.
JS -X: Unassigned (harmonica pitch bend).
JS +X: Unassigned (harmonica pitch bend).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the right-panned acoustic guitar.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the left-panned acoustic guitar.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Decreases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Control level of birds/stream (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Dampen guitar strings.
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

019/083: Scorpio Rising

This dramatic “Synth Pop” Combi, comprised of arpeggiated and gated synth patterns, is underpinned by
two contrasting drum rhythms which work well together to supply an interesting beat. The lowest octave
contains a breathy synth layer with a sharp attack for bass duties, while the upper octaves provide a synth
lead for soloing. Scene 2 fades the kick while switching the gated synth (Module C) to an arpeggiated
pattern. All four Joystick positions provide some cool variations (eight, if you count the diagonal
positions), especially JS –Y which substitutes the kick for a ride cymbal pattern. KARMA Knob 4
provides some extra rhythmic complexity for the arpeggiated synth (Module B), KARMA Knob 2 allows
the selection of a variety of alternative drum/percussion instruments, and RT Knobs 2B and 3B offer some
useful alternative drum mixes.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1    Module B: arpeggiated synth    Module C: gated synth    Module D: drums 2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums 1 and makes the arpeggiated synth “jump out”. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a pattern variation for drums 1 and modulates the gated synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the gated synth and transposes the arpeggiated synth up one octave. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 2 and provides variations for the arpeggiated synth and gated synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades drum timbres 4 and 5.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades drum timbre 1.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the arpeggiated synth (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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020/084: Technophile

This European style “Techno/Trance” Combi features a cool phaser effected gated synth pattern. The upper
octaves contain a layered poly-synth timbre for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 offers a nice breakdown of the
mix, by fading the kick and snare, while KARMA Knob 3 adds more complexity to the rhythm of the
synth riff when turned in a clockwise direction. KARMA Knob 6 provides a means of accentuating the
gated synth with longer Durations. KARMA Knob 7 is very cool for its ability to select between a wide
variety of velocity patterns for the gated synth, while KARMA Knob 8 allows the individual “slices” to be
velocity adjusted. JS+Y provides a nice variation by muting the drums, and JS+X adds a little more hi-
hat, while muting the gated synth.

KARMA:
Module A: gated synth Module B: drums Module C: synth riff Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the gated synth (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth riff. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the synth riff. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the gated synth and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Con      trols       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the gated synth (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the bass.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth riff.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

021/085: Once Upon A Time

This “Classical Piano” Combi features arpeggiated piano and strings, together with a subtle chimes pattern
that accentuates the left-hand bass of the piano. A new GE is used for this Combi (Piano Arp - which
began life as a “Basic Arpeggio” category GE). It utilizes a tempo envelope to gradually speed up and slow
down the arpeggio on release of the keys, adding a touch of realism. Scene 2 offers a nice variation, this
time with descending arpeggios. JS+Y and -Y are useful for their ability to toggle the left-hand and right-
hand piano parts between muted and unmuted, as is KARMA Switch 2 which mutes the chimes. KARMA
Knobs 3 and 4 control the “Replications” parameter independently for left and right hand, for
wider/narrower spanning arpeggios. KARMA Knobs 5 and 6 select between a variety of note patterns,
courtesy of the “Index Template” parameter (again, independently for left and right hand). RT Knob 1B is
useful for fading the strings and chimes if required.

KARMA:
Module A: piano (RH) Module B: piano (LH) Module C: strings Module D: chimes

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the piano (LH). (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the piano (RH). (T)
JS -X: Unassigned (bend -12).
JS +X: Unassigned (bend +12).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the strings and chimes.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the piano.
Knob 3B: Flt EG Int. (CC 79): Adjusts the filter intensity for all timbres.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: Octave Up. (T)
SW2: Octave Down. (T)
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022/086: Far Distant Sky

An “Ambient Trance” Combi with a busy bass-line, this one features a floating vocal pad that pans across
the stereo spectrum. A synth-lead timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 offers a
contrasting mix that fades the kick and switches on a filter envelope for the bass. KARMA Knob 2 is
useful for adding more percussion to the mix via the Repetitions parameter, while KARMA Knob 3
provides the ability to transpose the repetitions so that different drum/percussion instruments can be heard.
JS+X provides a nice variation that mutes the drums and synth Module D, while switching on a resonant
filter envelope for the ambient synth, and KARMA Knob 8 increases the velocity level of Module D’s
“tinkling” synth.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: ambient synth Module D: synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternative drum rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the ambient synth and provides pattern variations for the bass and the synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and synth, and provides a pattern variation for the ambient synth. (M)

Realtime        Contr      ols       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Knob Mod. 2 (CC 19): Pitch modulates the ambient synth up and down an octave.
Knob 2B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Fades the drums (reversed).
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the ambient synth, hi-hats and bass.
Knob 4B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the kick and bass audible.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the drums. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

023/087: Light The Fuse

This “Jazz/Fusion” Combi consists of drums, bass and electric piano. The “Trigger by Module” feature is
used to good effect to alternate between electric piano comping and soloing (generated by Modules C &
D). A muted trumpet/pad layer is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 fades the snare
for a contrasting variation, with less “Duration” for piano and bass. KARMA Knob 2 adds extra
complexity to the hi-hats, while KARMA Switch 1 provides Note Doubling harmony for the solo piano
generated by Module D. KARMA Knob 3 is useful for altering the rhythm of the bass, courtesy of
“Velocity Randomize,” and JS -X is a nice addition for introducing a virtual bass solo while muting the
solo piano.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: e.pno (comp) Module D: e.pno (solo)

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the bass and electric piano. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the electric piano (solo) and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the electric piano (comp). (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the electric piano.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the snare.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens the decay time of the bass and electric piano.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades all drums (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)
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024/088: Into The Light

Featuring several voice/pad timbres to create an ethereal, otherworldly atmosphere, this
“Film/Soundtrack/SFX” Combi also utilizes the Freeze Randomize function to good effect. A gliding
vocal sound is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Note Doubling for voice
Modules B & C and bell Module D is provided by KARMA Switches 1 & 2 and Knob 8. KARMA
Knobs 2 to 5 allow a very wide range of completely different repeatable patterns to be selected for all four
Modules. In Scene 2, completely new randomized phrases/patterns are created for each of the four Modules
with every fresh key/chord trigger. This is achieved by setting Knobs 2 to 5 to a value of “0 - Random.”
KARMA Knob 1 controls “Time Signature” for all Modules, and KARMA Knob 7 provides a means to
control the rhythmic complexity for all four Modules, simultaneously. KARMA Knob 6 controls Note
Series “Replications” for all four Modules, which affects the overall note range and some of the “atonality”
or scale tones of various Modules. RT Knob 4B can be used to add spooky vibrato to some of the voices,
including the RH lead sound.

KARMA:
Module A: bass voice Module B: voices 1 Module C: voices 2 Module D: bells

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bells. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes voices 1 & 2. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass voice. (M)
JS +X: Unassigned.

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades voice timbres 2 and 3.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades voice timbre 1 and bell timbre 4.
Knob 4B: P LFO 1 Dep (CC #77): Adds vibrato to some of the voices, including RH lead.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates voice timbre 2 to create fifths. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

025/089: Dark Star

An atmospheric “Ambient Trance” Combi, this one features a cyclic arpeggiated synth pattern, together
with pitch bending percussion. A vocal-pad timbre is provided in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work
purposes. Scene 2 offers a variation with extra rhythmic complexity and a different arpeggiated synth
pattern, while JS+Y and JS -Y both provide interesting drum and percussion variations. KARMA Switch
1 is useful for switching off pitch bending for drum Module B, and RT Knobs 2B and 3B provide a
couple of good alternative mixes.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: arpeggiated synth Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 and arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 2 and arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums 1 and provides a pattern variation for arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the bass and drums 2, and triggers envelope modulation for arpeggiated synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades kick drum (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades drum timbres 1 & 3.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the arpeggiated synth.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of drum timbres 1 & 3.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the arpeggiated synth. (T)
SW2: JS+Y Lock. (T)
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026/090: Drift Away

A gentle “New-Age/Pop” Combi with a ballad-like structure, this one is comprised of an analog drum-
machine style drum rhythm, a mellow synth-mallet arpeggio, a filter swept synth-lead arpeggio, and a
simple bass pattern. A mellow expressive lead is located in the upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2
introduces a pitch bend envelope for the drums, while muting the synth mallet arpeggio. JS+Y provides a
nice variation that mutes the bass, kick and snare while introducing some analog percussion. JS –X mutes
the hi-hats while raising the pitch of the drums. KARMA Knob 8 controls the Phase Group parameter
“Beginning Offset %” for the synth mallet arpeggio (setting this control to a value of “0” reveals an
extended chord progression). KARMA Knob 2 provides a range of CC numbers from which to select for
the drums, which can be used in conjunction with KARMA Knob 3, which selects a range of “CC Pattern
Templates.” For example, adjust the value of knob 2 to “10” (Pan position CC). Now adjust Knob 3 to
any value other than “0” (0 = Off) to select a Pattern Template, and you’ll hear the drums pan across the
stereo spectrum, with a pan pattern determined by the Template selected by Knob 3.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth-mallet Module C: synth-lead Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the drums and synth-lead. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth-lead. (M)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the synth-mallet. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth-mallet.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth-lead and synth pad timbre 8.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

027/091: Sunset Beach

This hip “Pseudo-Reggae/Pop” Combi is comprised of drums, bass, organ, and reggae rhythm guitar. An
organ timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2 introduces some tasty
randomized drum improvisation, while the guitar plays a nice alternative pattern courtesy of KARMA
Knob 7, which is assigned to switch the “Phase” pattern. KARMA Knob 1 allows the selection of
alternative snare/percussion instruments. KARMA Switch 2 provides a pseudo-echo effect for the organ via
the Repetitions parameter. KARMA Knob 8 controls Velocity Scale for the guitar (useful at lower values,
to create some space in the mix). JS+Y provides a nice variation with subtle rhythm changes for all four
Modules. JS -Y mutes the kick/snare and organ, while introducing a cool wah effect for the guitar, and JS -
X introduces a ride cymbal, while muting the guitar.

KARMA:
Module A: organ Module B: bass Module C: drums Module D: guitar

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the organ and provides pattern variations for the drums and guitar. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the guitar and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the guitar.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the organ.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the guitar.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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028/092: Synaesthesia

This “Synth Pop” Combi features a melodic riff generated by Module C, underpinned by a busy synth-bass
riff and simple drum groove, while an arpeggiated synth can be heard periodically to add an extra
dimension to the mix. A synth-lead is provided in the upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 “kicks in”
some extra dynamics by introducing a snare and tambourine, along with a change in the melody. KARMA
Knob 4 is useful for modifying the pattern of the synth melody, along with KARMA Knob 7, which
adjusts the Note Series parameter “Wrap Bottom.” KARMA Switch 1 provides the ability to switch
between two different drum grooves. JS -Y provides a nice variation that mutes the drums while
accentuating the synth melody, and RT Knobs 2B and 3B provide a couple of useful alternative mixes.

KARMA:
Module A: arpeggiated synth Module B: drums Module C: synth melody   Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides a pattern variation for the synth melody. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the drums and provides pattern variations for the synth melody and the bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the synth melody and provides pattern variations for the drums and bass. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the kick and synth melody timbre 3.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the hi-hats and synth melody timbre 5.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the bass and synth melody.
SW1: JS +Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

029/093: Inner Space

This atmospheric “Trance Combi” features a slightly melancholy synth-lead melody layered with a breathy
vocal pad. The drum groove is generated by two different GE’s - one of which is treated with some mild
distortion, the other is sent through a Stereo Gate Effect, which cuts off the cymbal decay. A synth lead
timbre is located in the upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 introduces a ghostly counter melody, along with
some extra percussion. KARMA Knob 2 provides a wide range of percussive effects, while KARMA Knob
4 allows some extra complexity for the drums. KARMA Knob 6 is useful for adjusting the Velocity Offset
of the synth melody, as is KARMA Knob 7, which affects the velocity of the counter melody. The
Joystick again provides some good variations, such as JS -X, which opens the filter of the lead synth
playing the melody, and introduces some extra percussion while muting the bass.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2      Module C: synth melody/vocal pad      Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 and the synth melody. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums 2 and provides a slight variation for the synth melody. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for drums 1 and the synth melody. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the synth melody. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the bass (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades synth melody.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the breathy vocal pad.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the bass. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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030/094: Holy Chorale

This Combi in the “Classical” category focuses exclusively on pipe organ and choir to simulate a cathedral-
like atmosphere. Module A generates the pipe organ arpeggio, Module B supplies the pipe organ chord,
Module C produces the bass pedal root, and Module D provides the angelic choir. All four Modules can be
toggled between muted and unmuted via the Joystick (see below). A pipe organ/choir layer is located in the
upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2 provides a variation with panned staccato voices this
time. KARMA Switch 1 allows Note Doubling for the choir, while KARMA Switch 2 introduces some
Male vocal harmony via the Repetitions Parameter. KARMA Knob 6 provides access to the “Index
Template” parameter, allowing the selection of a variety of different note patterns for the arpeggiated pipe
organ, and KARMA Knob 8 allows the rhythm of the arpeggiated organ to be randomized. The choir
sound can be latched in between chord by turning on the KARMA Latch button.

KARMA:
Module A: organ arpeggio      Module B: organ chord Module C: organ bass Module D: choir

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the choir. (T)
JS -Y: Mutes the pipe organ arpeggio. (T)
JS -X: Mutes the pipe organ chord. (T)
JS +X: Mutes the pipe organ bass pedal. (T)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the choir and pipe organ arpeggio.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the organ chord and bass
Knob 4B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Increases/decreases the attack on all timbres.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the pipe organ(s). (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Pitch modulates the pipe organ(s). (T)

031/095: ..to the bridge!

This “Rock/Funk” Brass Combi features two lively brass riffs (one possessing a cool alternating note bend)
backed by a rhythm section comprised of electric guitar, funky bass and rock style drums. A brass swell
timbre is provided in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2 offers a nice contrasting
variation, with an alternative randomizing brass pattern and sidestick snare. KARMA Switch 1 introduces
an extra brass part, adding some harmony. KARMA Knob 2 provides a means for selecting alternative
snares and percussion instruments. KARMA Knob 5 allows some extra complexity for the bending brass
riff generated by Module C, and Joystick positions +Y, - Y and - X provide some useful variations.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: brass/guitar riff     Module C: bending brass riff Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the brass/guitar riff. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bending brass riff. (M)
JS +X: Unassigned.

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the brass.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the guitar.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Fades the drums (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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032/096: Fretscape

Another “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi (and also another of my favorites), this one focuses on electric
guitar, in an attempt to recreate the ambient/textured soundscape style produced by guitarists such as
Robert Fripp and David Torn. An improvising GE generates a volume-faded guitar solo, Module D
supplies an ambient backdrop of simulated guitar feedback, and Modules B and C provide a simple bass
and mallet pattern for some rhythmic interest. A synth pad timbre is located in the upper octaves for
solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2 mutes the solo guitar (KARMA Switch 1), raises the level of the
Replications and Inversion parameters for the mallet pattern, and increases the bass activity and adds pitch
bend to it. Raising the value of KARMA Knob 1 slightly, and lowering the value of KARMA Knob 2 to a
value of 6, provides more of a Fripp-esque guitar solo. The bass pattern can be adjusted using KARMA
Knobs 5, 6 and 7. RT Knob 4B provides the ability to decrease the guitar distortion for a smoother tone,
and KARMA Switch 1 is useful for muting the solo guitar. Note that the Joystick operates in Toggle
Mode in all four directions on this one!

KARMA:
Module A: guitar solo Module B: mallets Module C: bass      Module D: ambient feedback

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass. (T)
JS -Y: Transposes the mallets up one octave. (T)
JS -X: Mutes the ambient feedback. (T)
JS +X: Mutes the mallets. (T)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the ambient feedback audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the mallet pattern audible.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the OD/HiGain Wah Effect.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the mallets. (T)
SW2: JS+Y Lock. (T)

033/097: Walk With Gods

This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi focuses on drums, where each of the four Modules is contributing a
separate layer to the overall rhythm (a slightly unusual heavy beat). Two layered pad timbres span the
entire keyboard to provide the melodic content. Scene 2 offers a different take on the drum rhythm by
fading the level of the hi-hats and kick. JS+Y provides a snare and tom fill on drums 1 (as does KARMA
Switch 2 on drums 3). KARMA Switch 1 adds extra complexity to drums 4 via the “Repetitions” and
“Cluster Pools-Random Factor” parameters, and RT Knobs 2B and 3B provide some useful alternative
mixes. RT Switch 1 produces a very cool resonance modulation of the synth pads.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: drums 3 Module D: drums 4

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides a snare/tom fill on drums 1. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes drums 1 and provides a pattern variation for drums 2. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums 3. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 2 and drums 4 and provides a pattern variation for drums 3. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of all drum timbres.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades drum timbres 1, 4 & 5.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades drum timbres 1, 3, 4 & 5.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the Delay and Early Reflections Effects.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates drum timbre 6 and adds resonance to the synth pad. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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034/098: Access To Data

This fast tempo “Techno/Trance” Combi (featuring one brand new GE and three modified Factory GE’s)
consists of a busy techno drum groove, simple back-beat bass, a flanger-effected techno synth riff and a
tempo-panned bubbling synth pattern. A synth timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work
duties. Scene 2 fades the kick/snare, and provides some cool rhythm variations for the bass and synths.
JS+Y provides a snare-roll, which increases from sixteenths to thirty-second notes, and ends with a crash
cymbal. KARMA Knob 6 controls “Note Voicing” for the auto-pan synth, while KARMA Switch 2
provides extra rhythmic and harmonic complexity for both synth riffs, via the Repetitions parameter.
KARMA Knob 8 controls the amount of Note Transposition on the second Phase of the synth riff – for
example, it’s +2 semitones in Scene 1 and +7 semitones in Scene 2. KARMA Knob 4 controls Rhythm
Complexity for the flanger synth, while RT Knob 1B is useful for decreasing the flanger effect, for a tonal
contrast.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass       Module C: flanger synth Module D: auto-pan synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations (drum roll) for the drums and auto-pan synth (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides variations for the drums, flanger synth and auto-pan synth (M)
JS -X: Mutes the auto-pan synth and provides variations for the drums, bass and flanger synth. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the flanger synth and provides variations for the bass and the auto-pan synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the St Flanger Effect.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the bass and drums.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the flanger synth and auto-pan synth.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of most timbres, excluding the

flanger synth.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the auto-pan synth. (T)
SW2: (CC 81): Filter modulates the bass. (T)

035/099: City Lights

This bouncy “Garage/Club” Combi consists of a gated synth pattern, a garage style organ-bass, a cool
rhythmic drum groove, and a synth “blip” pattern  (new GE: 1396 3/4 Blip) which serves to offset the
rhythm of the drums – all in 3/4 time. A club-style organ timbre is located in the upper octaves for
solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2 provides a variation that changes the pattern of the synth blip and
accentuates the gated synth. JS+X provides a nice variation, muting the organ-bass and gated synth. JS –Y
mutes the synth blip, and transposes the gated synth up one octave. KARMA Knob 5 selects from a range
of CC numbers, for alternative modulation possibilities for the gated synth. Currently, it is set to CC 7
(Volume) and fades the gated synth in and out. However, try value 10, for example, which represents the
pan position. Note: because of the fourths in the blip sound and the pad, the best chords to use for this
groove are straight major and minor triads.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: organ-bass Module C: gated synth Module D: synth blip

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the gated synth and transposes the drums to provide an alternative rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth blip and transposes the gated synth up one octave. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the organ-bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the organ-bass and gated synth, and provides a variation for the synth blip. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth blip.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the gated synth.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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036/100: Karma-Drama

This “Classical/Pop” Combi features cellos and violins underpinning a simple comping piano rhythm. The
upper octaves contain an oboe/double reed timbre for soloing. Scene 2 offers a nice variation of the piano
rhythm while adjusting the “Note Inversion” for piano and cello. JS +Y increases the pace of the piano
comping for some additional rhythmic interest, while JS –Y decreases the pace of the piano and fills in
between the chords with some notes. Please note that the movement of the Joystick to its +/-Y position
and its return to the center needs to coincide with a fresh chord trigger, or the timing of the piano comping
may become “skewed” from the strings.

KARMA:
Module A: piano 1 Module B: piano 2 Module C: violins Module D: cellos/piano 3

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for piano 1 & 2 (increase pace). (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for piano 1 & 2 (decrease pace). (M)
JS -X: Mutes the violins and cellos. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the piano. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades cellos and piano 3.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades violins.
Knob 3B: Flt EG Int. (CC 79): Adjusts the filter intensity of piano timbre 1.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

037/101: Jobson’s Intro

This “Progressive Rock” Combi was specifically designed as a “power intro,” and is also another contender
for our “Hall of Fame,” being inspired by keyboard/synth guru Eddie Jobson. Famed for his work with
artists such as Frank Zappa and Roxy Music, he was also a leading light of the legendary late 70’s
progressive rock band UK, whose members also included the likes of Bill Bruford and Alan Holdsworth.
This Combi consists of organ, power chord guitar, bass, cymbal crashes/swells and a “prog-rock anthem”
arpeggiated synth-lead (which serves as the centerpiece for KARMA control). KARMA Switch 1 is useful
for muting the arpeggiated synth. KARMA Knob 6 provides the ability to select between a variety of
different cymbal swells, while KARMA Knob 7 switches on a bend envelope for it. KARMA Switch 2
provides a harmony for the arpeggiated synth - the interval of which can be selected by KARMA Knob 5.
JS+Y transposes the arpeggiated synth up one octave. The damper pedal can be used to latch the entire
performance when the Latch button is off.

KARMA:
Module A: bass/guitar Module B: kick/crash Module C: cymbal swell Module D: arp. synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes arpeggiated synth Module D up one octave. (M)
JS -Y: Unassigned (modulation).
JS -X: Unassigned (pitch bend).
JS +X: Unassigned (pitch bend).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Knob Mod. 1 (CC 17): Filter modulates the arpeggiated synth, and simulates a rotary

speaker effect for the organ.
Knob 2B: Knob Mod. 2 (CC 19): Filter modulates the arpeggiated synth.
Knob 3B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the power chord guitar.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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038/102: Desert Snow

This “New-Age” Combi with an Ethnic/World flavor (and probably my favorite for this Collection)
features two brand new GE’s that generate the percussion and toms. It consists of strummed harp chords, a
melodic harp riff, and two different percussion patterns supplied by Modules A and B, (one of which
features a cool tom and brushed snare pattern). A shakuhachi (Japanese flute) is located in the upper octaves
for soloing purposes – velocity provides an “overblown” effect on the higher velocities. The bottom octave
of the keyboard provides a bass for manually filling out the bottom end of the groove. Scene 2 introduces a
nice bell melody, along with variations for the percussion. KARMA Switch 2 provides a counterpoint for
the harp riff, while KARMA Knob 6 switches the bell melody on/off. KARMA Knob 7 provides a volume
level control for the strummed harp, the rhythm complexity of which can be adjusted by KARMA Knob 8,
and KARMA Switch 1 adds extra percussion. JS -Y provides a nice variation with pattern changes for all
four Modules, and KARMA Knob 4 controls Rhythm Randomize for the percussion, which is useful for
scaling down the rhythm complexity at lower values.

KARMA:
Module A: percussion 1 Module B: percussion 2 Module C: harp riff Module D: harp strum

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes percussion 1and provides a pattern variation for the harp riff. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the harp riff and provides a pattern variation for percussion 1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the harp strum and provides a pattern variation for percussion 2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the percussion (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the strummed harp.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the harp riff.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the percussion and harp riff.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

039/103: Liquid Illusion

This “Techno/Trance” Combi features a cool filter modulated synth melody/riff, accompanied by an equally
cool randomized resonant chord stab that introduces itself periodically. A mellow synth-lead timbre is
located in the upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 fades the kick/snare and switches on a pitch bend
envelope for the hi-hats, while the synth melody plays a simplified note pattern. KARMA Switch 2 turns
pitch bend on/off for the synth melody, while KARMA Knob 2 controls the level of the hi-hats (which
become increasingly darker in tone at lower levels). KARMA Knob 3 allows more or less rhythmic
complexity for the synth melody, and the Joystick provides a whole range of useful variations in all its
possible positions.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth melody Module C: bass      Module D: chord stab

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternative rhythm, and provides a pattern variation for

the synth melody. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the synth melody, filter modulates the chord stab (resonance), and provides a pattern

variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the synth melody and chord stab. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the synth melody. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the stab.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth melody.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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040/104: Downtown Blues

A smooth, laid-back “Jazz/Blues” Combi, this one features three brand new GEs unique to this Collection
that were specially created to generate the drums, bass and piano. They are joined by an improvising solo
sax courtesy of Module D (that can be muted by playing notes in the upper octaves where you’ll find an
identical solo sax timbre). Scene 2 provides some extra rhythmic complexity for the piano via the “Repeat”
parameter, while KARMA Switch 1 is useful for switching over to a ride cymbal pattern. KARMA Switch
2 provides an alternative bass rhythm while adding a subtle tambourine pattern. KARMA Knob 2 can be
used to make the piano track velocity sensitive to the LH chords. JS +Y and JS -Y provide some nice
variations for drums, bass and piano, and RT Knob 1B is useful for providing another means to silence the
solo sax. Note that the triggering of the drums is set to “1st Note Trigger,” while the rest of the
instruments are set to “Any.” This can be useful for creating a “build.” For example, while playing a 12 bar
blues, on the last chord coming back around to the downbeat repeatedly strike the LH chord to cause the
whole band to “build up” to the change.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: piano Module D: sax

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the drums, bass and piano. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for the bass and piano. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Unassigned (pitch bend on RH sax).

Realtime         Controls       [Mode         B]       (above       the        Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the solo sax.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the piano.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the kick and snare (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

041/105: Phrase Freeze

This “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi simulates some early experiments with analog step-sequencers, but
is quite experimental in its own right. It utilizes the “Freeze Randomize” feature to select between a wide
variety of different patterns for each of the four Modules. Scene 2 demonstrates the concept to good effect,
whereby every fresh chord change will select a new set of phrases or sequence patterns for all four Modules.
(They will keep repeating for as long as you don’t strike a chord, depending on the Time Signature of the
setting of the Performance.) A layered synth-string timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-
work. KARMA Knobs 1 to 4 select new patterns for the Modules, (on an individual basis). When they are
all in the center position, the “Start Seed” for each Module is “0 Random,” and each trigger will cause a
new phrase (as demonstrated in Scene 2). When they are set to any other value the same phrase will be
triggered each time, based on the “Start Seed” value (as demonstrated by Scene 1). KARMA Knob 5
controls the time signature of all four Modules and is useful for shortening/lengthening the sequences and
general experimentation. KARMA Knob 7 is good for varying the complexity of the sequence. Finally,
KARMA Switches 1 and 2 provide the ability to add some harmony to various synths, courtesy of the
“Note Doubling” parameter.

KARMA:
Module A: synth 1 Module B: synth 2 Module C: synth 3 Module D: synth 4

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes arpeggiated synth 2. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes arpeggiated synth 4. (M)
JS -X: Transposes arpeggiated synths 2 & 3 up 1 octave. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for all four Modules.

Realtime         Controls       [Mode         B]       (above       the        Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the Delay and Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades arpeggiated synth timbres 2 & 3.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth bass and arpeggiated synth timbre 4.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Shortens/lengthens the attack on all timbres.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates synth timbres 2 & 3. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)
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042/106: Retro Robotik

This 80’s “Electro” style Combi consists of a bubbling synth riff generated by Module B, electro style
drums, phaser effected gated synth, and a simple kick accentuating bass. A synth-lead is located in the
upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 fades the kick/snare, and provides a synth riff variation with less
rhythmic complexity and a little more Duration. KARMA Knob 2 supplies some extra percussion
including handclaps, while KARMA Switch 1 allows some extra rhythm complexity for the drums via the
Repetitions parameter. KARMA Knob 8 opens up the filter of the bass at higher values, courtesy of the
Velocity Scale parameter. KARMA Knob 5 is useful for emphasizing the gated synth with higher values of
Duration, and JS+Y provides a variation that mutes the synth riff while fading the snare.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: synth riff    Module C: gated synth        Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the synth riff and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the gated synth and provides pattern variations for the drums and bass. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth riff and gated synth.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass and drums.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the synth riff and bass. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

043/107: Gas Giants

This “Synth Pop” Combi conjures visions of alien landscapes with its unusual “gaseous” snare driven
drum rhythm, and eerie sci-fi “theremin” synth. The snare also introduces an interesting pseudo reverb
effect periodically, (a psycho-acoustic anomaly caused by close-knit repeats of the snare - courtesy of
Repetitions) and the bass-drone features a filter sweep to reinforce the sci-fi atmosphere. A synth-pad
timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes. Scene 2 downplays the fluttering
arpeggiated synth which dominates the mix, (by reducing the Duration value of KARMA Knob 7 and
changing the Rhythm Multiplier of Knob 3). Make sure to retrigger the chord when changing scenes to
stay in sync. The theremim synth’s Rhythm Multiplier (on KARMA Knob 6) is also changed in scene 2.
Arpeggiated pitch bend is switched on for the drums via KARMA Switch 1 (producing a very weird and
unique texture). The filter envelope for the bass drone can be switched off by KARMA Switch 2, while the
joystick provides some cool variations, especially JS+Y and JS -Y.

KARMA:
Module A: drums     Module B: theremin synth    Module C: arpeggiated synth      Module D: bass drone

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the theremin synth and provides a pattern variation for the arpeggiated synth, along

with modulating the bass drone and snare. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for the drums and arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the arpeggiated synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the theremin synth and bass-drone.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the arpeggiated synth.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and arpeggiated synth.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the theremin synth. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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044/108: A Celebration

This “Ethnic/World” Combi features blown pipes, santur and flute, together with a busy mix of toms and
percussion. The KARMA generation is triggered with the upper (right hand) area of the keyboard; the
bottom area provides tympani, and a gong (at high velocities). Scene 2 offers a nice variation, bringing in
more complex drums and percussion and harmonizing flutes. KARMA Switch 1 provides another good
variation for the flute/santur by inverting the Note Index. JS+Y mutes the toms for a nice dramatic
contrast, while JS+X introduces some cool flute improvisation while muting the percussion. KARMA
Knobs 2 through 4 provide the ability to select between a variety of drum and percussion instruments, and
RT Knobs 1, 2 and 3 are useful for fading the drums and percussion, the flute/santur or the pipes. Note
that the velocity you play the keyboard with is also tied to the amount of activity generated by the blown
pipes (Module C).

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: percussion Module C: blown pipes Module D: flute/santur

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the drums. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the flute/santur. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the blown pipes. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the percussion and provides a pattern variation for the flutes. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the blown pipes.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the drums and percussion.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the flute/santur (reversed).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

045/109: Places ‘n’ Faces

This laid-back “Hip-Hop” Combi features a cool muted trumpet phrase courtesy of GE: 0254 Tenor Sax,
together with a simple electric piano comp, bass and drums. A synth-lead timbre is provided in the upper
octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 offers a more song-like structure, with piano chord changes and a
simplified groove. KARMA Switch 2 adds repeats to the piano, with KARMA Knob 5 controlling the
transposition of the repeats. JS -Y is useful for its ability to Toggle the trumpet phrase between muted and
unmuted, while KARMA Knob 7 provides extra rhythm complexity for the trumpet and Knob 8 chooses
the inversion. You can trade off synth riffs with the trumpet by toggling the riff on and off with the JS –Y,
and then playing the RH in between – great fun! KARMA Knob 2 controls the kick/snare level, with left
being both off, center being kick full and snare off, and right being both full. JS -X mutes the bass while
altering the melodic pattern of the trumpet, and JS+X provides a nice variation by muting the drum groove
and reducing the sustain of the piano.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: mute trumpet Module C: e. piano Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the trumpet. (T)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for drums and trumpet. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for electric piano. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the drums (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the electric piano
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS X  Lock. (T)
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046/110: Nocturne

This “New-Age” Combi features a solo improvising fretless bass (over a bass pedal tone) and hand
percussion, together with a mellow GE generated synth glissando. An alto sax timbre is located in the
upper octaves for solo purposes. Scene 2 switches pitch bend on for the percussion (playing more of a
sparse rhythm this time) while the bass changes directions and the gliss becomes triplets (thanks to
“Rhythm Multiplier”). KARMA Knob 3 is useful for selecting alternative percussion instruments, while
KARMA Knob 8 allows wider/ narrower note range glissandi. KARMA Knob 4 provides extra rhythmic
complexity for the solo bass when turned clockwise, and the Joystick positions are a good resource for
instant percussion variations.

KARMA:
Module A: percussion Module B: bass pedal tone Module C: solo bass Module D: gliss

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the bass pedal tone and provides a pattern variation for the percussion. (M)
JS -Y: Provides a pattern variation for the percussion. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the solo bass. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the percussion. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the solo bass.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass pedal tone and the synth glissando.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the percussion (reversed).
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

047/111: French Master

This “Synth-Pop” Combi is another candidate for the “Karma Hall of Fame” (a category featured in
Chemistry Vol.1, which focuses on some of rock and pop’s finest pioneers). We move the spotlight on to
French synthesizer/electronics wizard Jean Michel Jarre, famed for his spectacular live concerts and
landmark electronic music recordings, such as Oxygene and Equinoxe. This Combi conjures up a little
taste of Jarre’s “electronic pop” style with its simple bouncing bass line and arpeggiated synth melody,
underpinned by a suitably quirky drum rhythm. A gliding lead timbre is provided in the upper octaves for
soloing. Scene 2 introduces a comping synth pad while unlatching the main arpeggiated synth melody.
KARMA Switch 1 adds some extra percussion, KARMA Knob 7 introduces a subtle counter melody, and
KARMA Knob 4 controls the time signature of the arpeggiated synth melody. The Triggering has been set
so that the arpeggiated synth retriggers every time you strike the LH chord, but the rest of the groove does
not.

KARMA:
Module A: synth riff Module B: drums Module C: bass      Module D: arpeggiated synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the arpeggiated synth and transposes the drums to provide an alternative drum

rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for drums and arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the synth riff and provides pattern variations for drums and arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for drums and arpeggiated synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth riff.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass and arpeggiated synth timbre 4.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 4B: Flt Cutoff (CC 74): Adjusts the filter cutoff of most timbres, excluding drums.
SW1: JS+Y: Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y: Lock. (T)
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048/112: Plasma Shuffle

A light “Garage/Pop” shuffle Combi with a fairly simple structure, this Combi is driven along by a techno
organ-bass line. An electric piano is provided in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work, while a synth
timbre with built-in fifths is provided in the LH. Scene 2 fades the kick and introduces a contrasting organ-
bass pattern. KARMA Switch 2 adds some harmony to the wah-effected synth generated by Module B,
while the drum rhythm can be simplified by use of KARMA Knob 1 (in a counter-clockwise direction).
KARMA Knob 7 selects between different alternations of a busy and simpler bass figure. The organ-bass
can also be simplified by switching “Repetitions” off, using KARMA Switch 1. The Joystick provides
some useful variations, such as JS+Y, which mutes the kick and snare, and JS -Y, which introduces
handclaps. Use the sustain pedal to latch the 5ths pad in the LH.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 (kick/snare) Module B: synth     Module C: drums 2 (hihats)    Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums 1 and provides a pattern variation for the synth. (M)
JS -Y: Transposes drums 1 to provide an alternative rhythm. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for drums 1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the synth. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the Delay.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the synth.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the drums (reversed).
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

049/113: Starsky Stakeout

Imagine, if you will, being transported back in time to the mid 1970’s - a time of huge afro hairstyles, 6
inch wide waistbands and a plethora of TV cop shows. This Combi (a laid-back “Jazz/R‘n’B” style)
provides the Soundtrack as we don our mirror-lens shades, to join Starsky in his souped up hot-rod
Torino, waiting for the bad guys to show...oops, back to reality. A sax ensemble timbre is located in the
upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 offers a more sparse drum rhythm with pitch bending percussion. The
electric piano solo (which only plays when keys are released, incidentally) can be silenced by RT Knob 2B.
KARMA Knob 2 controls drum rhythm randomize as demonstrated by Scene 2, while KARMA Switches
1 and 2 provide two different flavors of pitch bending for the drums. KARMA Knob 4 controls Velocity
Randomize for the bass at lower values, while KARMA Knob 6 switches on a filter envelope for the
string. The Joystick provides some cool variations to explore, especially JS+Y, which mutes the strings
and offers a more restrained rhythm for drums and bass.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: e.piano Module C: strings Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the strings and provides pattern variations for the drums and bass. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the drums and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS +X: Provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the E.piano.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the strings.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and bass.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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050/114: Sea Of Mercury

This “Ambient Trance” Combi features an atmospheric synth-pad timbre that fades in and out of a mix
consisting of a simple synth riff and flanger-effected drum groove. A synth-lead timbre is located in the
upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 fades the kick and snare and introduces some harmony for the synth riff
via the Repetitions parameter. JS -X introduces a contrasting kick/snare rhythm while muting the synth
riff. JS+Y offers a nice variation, with more of a sparse drum groove and a cool tremolo effect for the
ambient synth. KARMA Knob 4 provides a means to randomize the drum groove, and JS -Y is cool for its
filter modulation of the ambient synth, while providing a contrasting chord progression.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: synth riff Module C: ambient synth      Module D: drums 2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 & 2, raises synth riff by an octave. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 and the ambient synth. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the synth riff and provides a pattern variation for drums 2. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the ambient synth.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the synth riff and drum timbre 5.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades all drums (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the synth riff. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

051/115: Electrode

This “Electro-Pop” Combi is one of the few in the collection giving you the lower two octaves of the
keyboard on which to play bass. The upper 3 octaves trigger the GEs, which create comping and melodic
patterns under which you can supply your own bass line. The groove is supplied by two separate drum
GE’s, underpinning two different square-wave synth rhythms (generated by Modules C and D). Scene 2
offers a contrasting variation with more melodic activity and extra percussion, including reversed cymbal
effects. KARMA Switch 2 is useful for its ability to switch Module D’s synth between a gated rhythm and
an arpeggio. JS -X mutes synth Module C while accentuating synth Module D, KARMA Knob 4 adds
even more percussion, and KARMA Switch 1 provides extra harmonic complexity for synth Module C,
courtesy of the “Repetitions” parameter.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: synth 1 Module D: synth 2

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes drums 2 and synth 2, while providing a pattern variation for drums 1. (M)
JS -Y: Filter modulates synth timbres 3 & 4. (M)
JS -X: Mutes synth 1 and provides a pattern variation for synth 2. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 1 and provides pattern variations for synths 1 & 2. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades drum timbres 2 & 5.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades drum timbres 1 & 2.
Knob 3B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Decreases the W/D mix of the Delay.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch and filter modulates synth timbre 3. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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052/116: Bouncing Baroque

This “Classical Baroque” Combi features a lively harpsichord (generated by an “Arpeggio Model” category
GE, interestingly), and two different interweaving violin patterns (panned left and right) that work well
together to create a logical phrase. An oboe/double-reed timbre is provided in the upper octaves for soloing
purposes. Scene 2 offers a contrasting waltz-like rhythm structure. JS -Y is useful for muting the
harpsichord, as are JS -X and JS+X, which mute left and right panned violins respectively. KARMA
Switches 1 and 2 provide some extra harmony/complexity for both violin patterns via the Repetitions
parameter, as does KARMA Knob 8, which switches Repeat on/off for the pizzicato bass. KARMA Knob
6 controls the harpsichord Velocity Scale (for altering the rhythm), while Knob 5 controls the frequency of
chords within the phrase. RT Switch 1B is useful for muting the strings of the harpsichord.

KARMA:
Module A: violin (left) Module B: pizzicato bass   Module C: violin (right)    Module D: harpsichord

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the pizzicato bass and provides pattern variations for both violins. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the harpsichord. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the right-panned violin and provides a pattern variation for left-panned violin. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the left-panned violin and provides a pattern variation for right-panned violin. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the harpsichord.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the violins.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the pizzicato bass (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the harpsichord. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)

053/117: Karma Crimson

This “Progressive Rock” Combi (another favorite of mine for this Collection) is also a contender for the
“Hall of Fame.” It simulates the extraordinary sound and style of legendary rock band King Crimson, an
enduring conceptual phenomenon, led by innovative British guitarist Robert Fripp. Four brand new GE’s
are used to provide an augmented-scale twin guitar arpeggio, rock style drums, bass guitar, and a choppy
power-chord guitar. The time signature is 14/8 (6/8 + 8/8 if you feel like counting!). A lead guitar timbre
is located in the upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 provides a cool variation with open hi-hats and a nice
pitch-bending guitar pattern. KARMA Switch 1 supplies a Velocity Envelope for the guitar arpeggio,
while JS+Y is great for unleashing some Crimson mayhem!  JS -Y provides another cool variation with a
contrasting guitar arpeggio. JS -X transforms the power-chord guitar to a fingerpicked pattern, while
switching on a Velocity Envelope for the arpeggiated guitars. JS+X provides pattern variations for all four
Modules, and KARMA Switch 2 adds some extra complexity for the bass via the Repetitions parameter.
The four RT Knobs B allow mix control over the four Modules.

KARMA:
Module A: arp. guitars Module B: drums Module C: bass Module D: guitar chords

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the arpeggiated guitars, drums and power-chord guitar. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for the arpeggiated guitars, bass and power-chord guitar. (M)
JS -X: Provides pattern variations for the arpeggiated guitars and power-chord guitar. (M)
JS +X: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Fades the drums (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the arpeggiated guitars.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the power-chord guitar.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the left-panned arpeggiated guitar and bass, and pitch

modulates the RH lead guitar. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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054/118: Latin Quintet

This “Ethnic/World” Combi focuses on a Latin style quintet of drums, acoustic bass, acoustic piano and
acoustic guitar. The fifth member (a trombone timbre) is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work.
Scene 2 heats things up, with extra percussion and rhythmic complexity for the drums and acoustic guitar
via the Repetitions parameter. KARMA Knobs 1 and 2 provide a wide range of drum and percussion
instruments from which to select, while KARMA Switch 2 provides a drum variation with a busy snare.
JS+Y supplies a cool variation with ride cymbal, while the acoustic guitar plays a more staccato rhythm.
JS-Y mutes the acoustic bass, kick and side-stick snare, and KARMA Knob 4 adjusts the Note Interval for
the acoustic guitar - try alternating the value between 15 and 14 with a minor chord for a nice performance
effect.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass Module C: piano Module D: guitar

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the drums and acoustic guitar. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the acoustic bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the acoustic guitar. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and piano. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the acoustic guitar and piano.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums audible.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums and acoustic bass.
SW1: (CC 80): Dampens the strings of the acoustic guitar. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

055/119: Nebulous Glow

This atmospheric “Ambient/Trance” Combi consists of a two Module drum rhythm, simple root bass, and
a mysterious sounding ambient synth cluster that floats across the stereo spectrum at regular intervals. A
synth-lead timbre is located in the upper octaves for soloing. Scene 2 fades the kick and lowers the level of
the snares, while KARMA Switches 1 and 2 provide extra percussion via the Repetitions parameter.
KARMA Knobs 4 and 5 allow different drum/percussion sounds to be selected, while KARMA Knob 8
provides a couple of rhythm variations for the bass (at values: 0 and +200). The Joystick positions contain
some cool drum variations (especially –Y) and alternative rhythms. RT Switch 1 not only modulates the
ambient synth, drums and bass, but also provides a cool “super fast/deep” vibrato for the lead sound. Try
turning it on and off quickly while sustaining notes in the middle of a solo.

KARMA:
Module A: drums 1 Module B: drums 2 Module C: bass Module D: synth cluster

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 & 2. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for drums 1 & 2. (M)
JS -X: Mutes drums 1. (M)
JS +X: Mutes drums 2 and the bass, and provides a pattern variation for drums 1. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Increases the W/D mix of the Early Reflections Effect.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the ambient synth.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the drums.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates drums 2 and the lead synth, and filter modulates the ambient

synth and bass. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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056/120: Vintage Ensemble

This “Synth Pop” Combi recreates the sound of an early 80’s analog synth rig. Back in those days, a
typical set-up would include maybe an analog poly synth or two, an analog drum-machine, and a stand-
alone step sequencer of limited functionality. The “sound” of these instruments however, was very magical
indeed - a sound which is still very much sought after 20 years later. A string-synth timbre is located in
the upper octaves for solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2 provides extra notes and complexity for the string-
synth arpeggio, while dropping some of the drums. JS+Y mutes the kick and synth arpeggio generated by
Module A. KARMA Knob 2 selects a range of different drum/percussion instruments. KARMA Knob 3
controls Velocity Scale for the arpeggiated synth, as does KARMA Knob 6, which provides Velocity Scale
adjustment for the string-synth arpeggio. RT Knob 3B is useful for fading the mix to isolate the bass and
drums.

KARMA:
Module A: arpeggiated synth Module B: string-synth   Module C: bass        Module D: drums

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the arpeggiated synth and transposes the drums to provide an alternative rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the arpeggiated string-synth and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades arpeggiated synth timbre 1 and drum timbre 4.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of most timbres.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the drums. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

057/121: The Strut

This “so square it’s hip Jazz/Hip-hop” Combi possesses a bouncing groove, consisting of drums, bass,
piano and sax. An organ timbre is provided in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work purposes – hit JS +Y
quickly and release to toggle the rotary speaker effect fast/slow. Scene 2 provides a variation with a
call/response sax pattern and a more sparse drum rhythm. KARMA Switch 1 supplies extra percussion via
the Repetitions parameter, while KARMA Knob 5 controls Velocity Randomize for the piano, which
supplies extra rhythmic complexity at higher values. KARMA Knobs 4 and 6 provide Velocity Envelopes
for the bass and piano respectively, which allow certain parts of the pattern to be “masked” or muted. JS+Y
provides a nice variation with faded kick/snare and a harmony for the sax, while JS -Y is even more
complex, as it provides pattern variations for all four instruments. RT Knobs 2B and 3B are useful for
fading either the sax or piano, while Knob 1B fades the bass.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: piano Module C: sax Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the drums, sax and bass. (M)
JS -Y: Provides pattern variations for all four Modules. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass and provides pattern variations for the drums and piano. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and provides pattern variations for the piano and bass. (M)

Realtime        C       ontrols       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 1 (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the sax.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the piano.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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058/122: Metropolis 11pm

This “Synth Pop” Combi features a nice bell-pad/piano timbre from the GM Bank to supply the
randomized piano arpeggio pattern that dominates the mix. For me at least, the overall sound of the Combi
seems to conjure visions of nighttime traffic in some city of the future - hence the title. A synth-pipe
timbre is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 offers a variation that unlatches the
bell-piano pattern (KARMA Switch 2), and provides extra notes for the bass via the Replications parameter
assigned to KARMA Knob 6. KARMA Switch 1 provides extra percussion via the Repetitions parameter.
JS+Y supplies a cool variation for the drums, which fades the kick and snare while providing an alternative
hi-hat pattern. KARMA Knob 3 allows extra notes and complexity for the bell-piano at higher values, and
KARMA Knob 7 emphasizes the synth arpeggio pattern at higher values, courtesy of “Velocity Scale.”

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bell-piano Module C: bass      Module D: arpeggiated synth

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide an alternative rhythm, and provides pattern variations for

the bell-piano and arpeggiated synth. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the bell-piano. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bell-piano and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums and arpeggiated synth, and provides a variation for the bell-piano. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)   
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the bell-piano and kick.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the arpeggiated synth and drum timbre 1.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of most timbres, excluding the bass.
SW1: (CC 80): Pitch modulates the drums. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

059/123: Jig For A Friend

This “Ethnic/World” Combi simulates the sound and atmosphere of a traditional Irish jig, comprising a
fiddle, recorder, banjo, accordion and two contrasting drum patterns. A solo fiddle timbre is located in the
upper octaves for solo/chord-work. Scene 2 offers a nice variation with more drum activity, and slightly
different note patterns for fiddle/banjo and recorder. (Incidentally, the banjo only plays on every other
portion of the fiddle riff due to the Velocity Range setting in 3.4-1.) JS+Y provides a rhythm change for
the drums with transposed tones for the drums and increased the drum activity by raising the level of a
Delay effect, which Module C’s toms are patched through. JS –Y drops out the drums completely. RT
Knob 2B fades the mix, allowing you to hear the drums in isolation. KARMA Switch 1 simplifies the
rhythm of the drums generated by Module B when switched to the off position. KARMA Switch 2
provides the ability to unlatch the drums generated by Module C, if desired. When it is set to “Off,”
releasing the keys will stop that part of the drum groove. When returning to Scene 1, retrigger the keyboard
to start them again.

KARMA:
Module A: recorder Module B: drums 1 Module C: drums 2 Module D: fiddle/banjo

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes drums 1 & 2 to provide an alternative rhythm. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the fiddle/banjo. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the recorder. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the recorder, banjo and drum timbre 4.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the recorder, banjo and fiddle (leaving only drums and kbd).
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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060/124: Dancefloor Diva

A straightforward “Euro-House” Combi, this one features a heavily compressed rhythmic house piano and
gated organ. A piano/strings layer is provided in the upper octaves for solo/chord-work duties. Scene 2
fades the kick and snare while accentuating the gated organ, (via extra Duration levels), and syncopates the
bass via Knob 8. KARMA Switches 1 and 2 provide two different flavors of pitch bending for the drums.
JS -Y offers a nice variation, which adds some extra hi-hat complexity while muting the bass, and
KARMA Knob 3 provides some rhythmic variability for the piano.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: piano Module C: bass Module D: gated organ

Joystick:
JS +Y: Transposes the drums to provide a rhythm variation. (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the bass and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the gated organ and provides a pattern variation for the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the piano.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades gated organ.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the drums.
SW1: (CC 80): Filter modulates the gated organ.
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)

061/125: The Nightstalker

This rather tongue in cheek “Film/Soundscape/SFX” Combi provides the perfect soundtrack for that
teen/slasher movie sequel you reluctantly got involved with when they asked you to supply the score.
Consisting of no less than eight different timbres, which are...deep breath...Rain, Thunder, Wind,
Footsteps, Screaming, Laughing, and two atonal GE driven synth timbres, one of which is the ghostly
choir heard periodically in the mix. RT Knobs 2B and 3B are very useful for this particular Combi, as they
provide the ability to separate the Special FX from the atonal synths.  For example, RT Knob 3B fades all
of the FX timbres so that just the atonal synth timbres are audible, which transforms the Combi into
somewhat more avant-garde territory. KARMA Knobs 7 and 8 and KARMA Switches 1 and 2 are also
useful for their ability to individually mute each of the four Modules.

KARMA:
Module A: wind       Module B: footsteps       Module C: SFX Module D: choir/screams/laughter

Joystick:
JS +Y: Unassigned.
JS -Y: Unassigned (modulates wind and rain).
JS -X: Unassigned (pitch bend +12).
JS +X: Unassigned (pitch bend -12).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the rain and footsteps audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the mix, leaving just the atonal choir and atonal synth audible.
Knob 4B: F/A Attack (CC 73): Shortens/lengthens the attack time for most timbres.
SW1: JS –Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS X Lock. (T)
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062/126: Purple Rocker

This “Progressive Rock” Combi destined for the “Hall of Fame” simulates the classic rock line up of Deep
Purple (listed in the Guinness Book of World Records as the “world’s loudest rock band.”) Consisting of
drums, bass, electric guitars and organ, this Combi also features three brand new GE’s that generate the
drums, rhythm guitar and organ. A slightly modified improvising solo guitar GE generates a virtual
Ritchie Blackmore, who can be unplugged and shoved out of the spotlight by playing notes in the upper
octaves, where you’ll find an identical lead guitar timbre. (You can also remove the lead guitar using SW2,
as Scene 2 demonstrates.) Scene 2 also introduces two entirely different patterns for rhythm guitar and
organ (KARMA Knob 5 selects one of 3 different basic phrase types for the bass and rhythm guitar), along
with a variation for drums. JS -Y is useful for switching from hi-hats to ride cymbal (T), while JS+Y
provides some nice rhythm guitar and organ variations. KARMA Knob 6 adds a little more note
movement to the rhythm guitar/bass riff, and JS-X beefs up the organ chords by adding some harmony.
Strike the LH chords hard to make the lead guitar play harmonics.

KARMA:
Module A: drums Module B: bass/rhythm guitar Module C: lead gtr Module D: organ

Joystick:
JS +Y: Provides pattern variations for the rhythm guitar and organ. (M)
JS -Y: Toggles a ride cymbal on/off. (T)
JS -X: Provides a pattern variation for the organ. (M)
JS +X: Unassigned (pitch bend on RH lead guitar).

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the organ.
Knob 2B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the rhythm guitar.
Knob 3B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of most timbres.
Knob 4B: FX Ctrl 1  (CC 12): Fades the bass (reversed).
SW1: (CC 80): Filter Modulates the bass and rhythm guitar. (T)
SW2: JS+Y Lock. (T)

063/127: Glittering Gold

This medium tempo “Techno/Trance” Combi has a slightly darker character, consisting of a simple kick-
driven drum groove, back-beat bass, a “sample and hold” type bubbling synth rhythm, and a random filter
modulated background synth. A digital bell/synth pad layer is located in the upper octaves for solo/chord-
work. Scene 2 fades the kick/snare, and introduces extra notes for the arpeggiated synth driven by Module
C. KARMA Knob 1 randomizes the velocity of the drum groove, creating a more sparse rhythm at lower
values, while KARMA Switch 1 provides a busier drum groove via the Repetitions parameter. KARMA
Knob 4 allows different rhythm patterns to be selected for the random backing synth via “Repeat Rhythm
Value.” KARMA Knob 6 adjusts the Note Replications for the arpeggiated synth, and JS+Y mutes the
background synth, while introducing a drum rhythm with a sixteenth note hi-hat pattern. Be sure to hold
down the LH chords long enough to get the synth swells!

KARMA:
Module A: drums   Module B: random chord synth      Module C: arpeggiated synth Module D: bass

Joystick:
JS +Y: Mutes the random chord synth and provides a pattern variation for the drums.  (M)
JS -Y: Mutes the arpeggiated synth and provides a pattern variation for the drums. (M)
JS -X: Mutes the bass. (M)
JS +X: Mutes the drums. (M)

Realtime        Controls       [Mode        B]       (above       the       Joystick)
Knob 1B: FX Ctrl 2 (CC 13): Increases the W/D mix of the Reverb.
Knob 2B: Volume (CC 7): Fades the mix, leaving just the drums and bass audible.
Knob 3B: Expression (CC 11): Fades the bass.
Knob 4B: F/A Decay (CC 75): Shortens/lengthens the decay time of the chord synth and bass.
SW1: JS+Y Lock. (T)
SW2: JS -Y Lock. (T)
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